
“Tarbut”
takes off

In a sneak pre-
view of what
was in store the
week of Nov.
13-20, the mem-
bers of the Israel
Chamber Project
p e r f o r m e d
before a crowd
of students from the Gray Academy and Margaret Park
School on Friday, November 13. 

For more on Tarbut, go to pages 16.
21.

TORONTO (JTA)
— Canada will
remain a steadfast
supporter of Israel even if it means losing
stature internationally, Prime Minister
Stephen Harper said.

Addressing a three-day conference in
Ottawa on battling global anti-Semitism,
Harper said Monday that “when Israel,
the only country in the world whose very
existence is under attack, is consistently
and conspicuously singled out for con-

demnation, I believe we are morally
obligated to take a stand.”

In what was described as an embar-
rassing blow to Harper and his

Conservatives, Canada recently lost a bid for a seat on the United
Nations Security Council — a defeat attributed in part to Ottawa’s
staunch backing of Israel.

Harper told parliamentarians and experts attending the confer-
ence that he has “the bruises to show for it, that whether it is at the
United Nations or any other international forum, the easiest thing
to do is simply to just get along and go along with this anti-Israeli
rhetoric, to pretend it is just about being even-handed and to
excuse oneself with the label of ‘honest broker.’

“But as long as I am prime minister, whether it is at the U.N. or
the Francophonie or anywhere else, Canada will take that stand,
whatever the cost. Not just because it is the right thing to do  but
because history shows us, and the ideology of the anti-Israeli mob
tells us all too well, that those who threaten the existence of the
Jewish people are a threat to all of us.” 

Parliamentarians and experts from more than 40 countries are in
Ottawa until Tuesday for the gathering, a follow-up to the inaugur-
al conference of the Interparliamentary Coalition for Combating
Anti-Semitism held last year in London.

In his address to the conference, Harper described a new kind of
anti-Semitism that “targets the Jewish people by targeting the Jewish
homeland, Israel, as the source of injustice and conflict in the world
and uses, perversely, the language of human rights to do so.”

“We must be relentless in exposing this new anti-Semitism for
what it is,” the Canadian leader said.
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What’s happening with the Holocaust gallery in
the new Canadian Museum of Human Rights?

By BERNIE BELLAN
The Canadian Museum for

Human Rights is slated to open
some time in 2012.

On April 17, 2003, speaking
before a group of invited guests
in the Forks market, Izzy Asper
unveiled plans for the muse-
um. In stories written prior to
that announcement the muse-
um was sometimes referred to
as the “Museum of Tolerance”.

According to the April
announcement, plans called
for a 200,000 square feet
museum, costing $200 million,
and to be opened in “three to
four years” time, said Asper.

While the public announce-
ment was not the first disclo-
sure that Asper had been
dreaming of building a muse-
um in Winnipeg, stories that
had appeared in the Winnipeg
Free Press prior to April had
focused on the unease that sev-
eral groups had over the pro-
posed museum.

In a February 17, 2003 story
in the Free Press headlined
“museum sets off alarm bells”,
writer Paul Samyn wrote that
“A multicultural coalition is raising alarm bells over the Asper family’s
proposed human rights museum and what it fears will be a view of
genocide that is too exclusive.”

A group known as “Canadians for a Genocide Museum” had been
formed under the leadership of someone named John Gregorovich,
and included support from “the Armenians to the Palestinians to the
Rwandans. It does not have the support of any Jewish groups.”

However, Moe Levy, Executive Director of the Asper Foundation,
“denied the project will play favourites,” according to Samyn’s article.

“It is a museum for human rights, not the Holocaust,” was how Levy
described the project over seven and a half years ago.

In a February 23, 2003 story, also written by Paul Samyn, it was
noted that “a federal commitment to create a national memorial to the
Holocaust three years ago has given momentum to Asper’s dream,
which records show would have a strong Jewish flavour.”

Canada will stand with 
Israel, Harper says

IZZY ASPER announcing plans to
build the Canadian Museum for
Human Rights, April 17, 2003. In a
release accompanying the
announcement, it was stated that
“Plans show that the Holocaust
Gallery will take up 13,000 square
feet – 6.5 per cent of the space in
the 200,000 square-foot museum.”

In rehearsal for “13”
Students from the Gray Academy will be putting on a new

musical at the end of this month.
For more on this story, go to page 8.

Continued on page 2. See “Museum”.

Prime Minister
STEPHEN HARPER



(To be fair, Samyn did not cite
any of those “records” in the
February 23 article, nor in any

other article that I could find written by him or any other writer.)

Yet, there has always been a certain amount of confusion as to how
much of a component the Holocaust was to play in the museum.

In a press release accompanying the April 17 public announcement
that was reported in The Jewish Post & News, a Holocaust Gallery was
mentioned as a “permanent feature” of the museum.

The release went on to say that “The Holocaust represents a singu-
lar, unprecedented event in human history. Though other systemic
mass murders of specific groups in the multi-millions represented
great evil, many scholars around the world are of the opinion that the
Holocaust is unique in its breadth and depth.”

Further, the inspiration for building the museum in the first place,
according to Gail Asper, came from a trip that she and her father took
to the Holocaust Museum in Washington in 2000.

In a May 9, 2003 story written by Aldo Santin of the Free Press, Gail
Asper gave the following explanation for her and her father’s motiva-
tion for wanting to build a human rights museum: “Asper said the new
museum had its roots in part in her family’s desire to create a
Canadian setting to explain the Holocaust. Her family’s foundation
annually sends Jewish and non-Jewish children to the United States
Holocaust Memorial Museum in Washington, D.C.

“We came back from this trip (to Washington) absolutely shocked
with the revelation we’ve had that there really isn’t anything like this
in Canada,” she said.

When the announcement of the proposed museum was made in
April, 2003, the only reference to the Holocaust Gallery appeared in
a story written by Matt Bellan in this paper: “Plans show that the
Holocaust Gallery will take up 13,000 square feet – 6.5 per cent of the
space in the 200,000 square-foot museum.”

The article went on to say that “Preliminary designs include features
like a boxcar the Nazis used to transport victims to concentration
camps.

The gallery will show “with chilling clarity” the “outcomes of hate,”
a booklet outlining plans for the museum shows.

In December, 2003, as was reported in an article by David O’Brien
in the Free Press, in response to concerns from Ukrainian groups espe-
cially that “one tragedy will be favoured over another,” Moe Levy said
that “the holocaust (sic.) will be awarded a special place in the muse-
um because it does stand out as a unique event in history.

Levy went on to say that the “attempted destruction of European
Jews by Adoph Hitler represents the first time a government dedicated
all its resources to the elimination of a single race.”

As has been noted, various groups had already sprung up in opposi-
tion to the idea that the Holocaust would be given any position of
prominence in the new museum. Shahina Siddiqui, a spokesperson
for the Manitoba Islamic Centre, was quoted April 13 as being “kind
of ambivalent” about the project, the April 23 story in this paper
noted.

“When we say ‘human rights museum’, should it be about Canada?
Talk about the Holocaust? Talk about all genocidal massacres?”
Siddiqui wondered. “If it’s going to be about Canada, every group
who suffered should be documented equally.”

The previously referred-to group “Canadians for a Genocide
Museum” has been the most vocal critic of the notion that the
Holocaust be given any place larger than any other group’s in the
Canadian Museum of Human Rights.

In an article that appeared in the May 7, 2006 issue of The Ukrainian
Weekly, the group outlined its criteria for the new museum:

“Canadians for a Genocide Museum stated that it would support the
Asper project only if it adhered to the following five points listed.

The museum’s name, mandate and mission statement will be gener-
ic, inclusive and equitable.

The museum will not suggest that any one case of human suffering
is more important than others by providing it with permanent strate-
gic positioning, disproportionate display space, or other devices to
focus special attention on it by visitors.

The museum’s displays, funding and support for research and publi-
cation will be weighted toward lesser-known cases of human rights
abuses and genocide that have been historically marginalized or
neglected so that those episodes may be fully recognized, document-
ed and presented to Canadians.

The museum’s governance and staffing will be inclusive and equi-
table. Its board of directors, officers and employees will reflect the full
demographic diversity of Canada’s peoples.

The museum will be fully independent of the Asper foundation,
other corporations and institutions, excepting the government of
Canada.”

So, where does the idea of a “Holocaust Gallery” fit into current
plans for the museum? As part of my research for this article I spoke
or attempted to speak with several individuals who are intimately con-
nected to the Canadian Museum for Human Rights.

One of those individuals did not wish to be named. Several others,
including Stuart Murray, CEO of the museum, did not return my calls.
I also attempted to contact Ralph Applebaum, of Ralph Applebaum
Associates in New York – who is arguably the world’s most prominent
museum designer. I was referred back to Victoria Dickenson, Chief
Knowledge Officer of the museum, by Mr. Applebaum’s firm.

Of the individuals with whom I spoke, including Victoria
Dickenson; Yude Henteleff, Chair of the Contents Committee; and
Moe Levy, Executive Director of the Asper Foundation, I was repeat-
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Community news
Museum
(Cont. from page 1.)

The Canadian Museum for Human Rights management team (from
left to right) : PATRICK O'REILLY, Chief Operating Officer;
SUSANNE ROBERTSON, Chief Financial Officer; STUART MURRAY,
Chief Executive Officer, VICTORIA DICKENSON, Chief Knowledge
Officer; ARNI THORNSTEINSON, Chair of the Board of Trustees.

Continued on page 3. See “Museum”.
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Community news
edly assured that the plans for
the Holocaust Gallery had not
been diminished in any way. I

was told that plans for the Holocaust Gallery had still not been final-
ized. Further, I was told that what was more important than the actu-
al size was the place that the Holocaust Gallery would occupy “rela-
tive” to other exhibits.

However, the individual who asked not to be named told me that
the size of the Holocaust Gallery had, in fact, been reduced to 4,500
square feet. Given that the original size of the gallery, as previously
mentioned, was 13,000 square feet, this represents a diminution of
approximately 67 percent.

I was assured, nonetheless, that the Holocaust Gallery would still
retain a very prominent role in the museum. I was told that the actu-
al content of much of the museum has yet to be determined.

However, again according to the unnamed source, I was told that
“40 percent of the Holocaust Gallery is done” and that “100 percent
will be done by January” (2011).

This same source told me that the Holocaust Gallery “begins in
1933 and ends in 1948 with the United Nations Declaration of
Human Rights.”

I was also told that the Holocaust Gallery does not have “a stitch of
information about the great diverse European Jewish world annihilat-
ed by Nazi Germany and its allies” nor is there any “mention of
Christian anti-Semitism”.

Finally, I was told, the Holocaust Gallery will be part of a larger
“Mass Atrocity Gallery”. Apparently, it is still not clear whether the
Holocaust Gallery will be on one floor or two floors, according to the
source.

Does the relatively scant information about the Holocaust Gallery
that we have represent a “downsizing” from the original plans for the
Canadian Museum of Human Rights? To put it into context, just about
everything associated with this museum has evolved since plans were
first announced for its construction seven and a half years ago.

Most importantly, the decision by the current federal government in
2008 to designate the Canadian Museum for Human Rights a “nation-
al museum” changed its scope entirely. In 1998, for example, federal
plans to add a Holocaust memorial to the Canadian War Museum in
Ottawa met with a “huge outcry”, according to Paul Samyn writing in
the Free Press in February, 2003.

Samyn went on to note that “Heritage Canada makes clear that the
Canadian Museum of Civilization has stated a “strong preference”
that a Holocaust museum be “run as an independent museum with its
own board of trustees.”

How the Holocaust is treated by politicians has become an extreme-
ly sensitive – some might say divisive, issue in Canada. The fact that
so much of the content of the new museum is still shrouded in secre-
cy is but another indication how explosive this issue has been for
years – and will probably remain for some time to come.

In response to this article, which I had sent to various individuals
prior to publication, including Victoria Dickenson and Stuart Murray,
I received the following response from Angela Cassie, Executive
Assistant to Stuart Murray:

Hello Bernie, 

I am responding on the Museum’s behalf.
In 2003, there was a general vision for the Museum but no actual

design work had been completed. Ralph Applebaum Associates
(RAA), the exhibit designers, were hired in 2005. The design process
then began, in consultation with the original Content Advisory
Committee, with initial design concepts complete in May 31, 2007.
At this stage, the Holocaust gallery was the area that it is now -
approximately 4,500 sq. ft., a significant part of the 47,000 sq. ft. of
exhibit space. This has remained unchanged since the Canadian
Museum for Human Rights was incorporated as a federal Crown
Corporation in 2008. 

Please note that the entire area of the building is 265,000 sq.ft. (this
includes classroom spaces, theatre, temporary gallery, retail, restau-
rant, ticketing washrooms, office, library, archives, and rental spaces). 

I would also like to address the statement regarding that “40 percent
of the Holocaust Gallery is done” and that “100 percent will be done
by January” (2011). This statement is inaccurate. We are at 40%
Design Development for the full exhibit plan and are moving towards
100% Design Development in January 2011. This does not mean that
the Museum’s inaugural exhibits are complete. Design Development
is a process where decisions about use of technology, delivery method
for information, placement of electrical, and major design compo-
nents are made in order to begin tendering these components of the
project. There is still much research, review, consultation, and com-

Toronto to build new
Holocaust Centre? 

As part of its planned $400 million revitalization of  Jewish life
in Toronto, the new Sarah and Chaim Neuberger Holocaust
Education Centre is slated to be completed some time within the
next two years and is expected to form a major component of the
soon-to-be vastly expanded Sherman Campus of the United
Jewish Appeal Federation of Toronto.

The Sherman Campus is located on Bathurst Street, north of
Sheppard Avenue Street West.

According to the website for the Toronto Holocaust Education
Cente, the new Neuberger Holocaust Education Centre will “fea-
ture four galleries and a memorial, the Frank and Anita Ekstein
Holocaust Resource Collection, the Joseph Gottkender Family
Institute for Civic Responsibility a lecture hall and the Radamski
Docent Lounge.”

Chaim Neuberger is a Holocaust survivor who has done well in
the building business in Toronto. He has already contributed a
great amount to sustain the current Holocaust Education Centre
on the Sherman Campus, which is also named for him and his
wife. In 2008 he contributed $10 million toward the new centre.

The current centre receives approximately 60,000 visitors a year,
but has reached its maximum capacity. It can accommodate three
to five field trips a day, but receives requests for many more than
that.

According to the 2001 cenuss, 12,815, or 54.2 percent of
Canada’s Holocaust survivors lived in Toronto.

However, several calls and e-mails to the existing Holocaust
Centre in Toronto asking how plans are proceeding to build the
new centre remained unanswered. According to sources, the
Toronto UJA is facing fundraising problems and very little work
has actually been done on the new Sherman Park Campus.

Coalition outlines program to combat anti-Semitism
TORONTO (JTA) — Criticism of Israel is not in itself anti-Semitic,

a new protocol on combating anti-Semitism says. 
The Inter-Parliamentary Coalition to Combat Anti-Semitism on

Tuesday ratified the Ottawa Protocol, a series of measures that seeks
to end hateful propaganda online and in places such as university
campuses. 

Following a two-day meeting in the Canadian capital, experts and
politicians from 50 countries said the coalition aims to stop the
growth in the kind of criticism of Israel it says is increasingly a vehi-
cle for anti-Semitism. 

“Criticism of Israel is not anti-Semitic, and saying so is wrong,” the
protocol states. “But singling Israel out for selective condemnation
and opprobrium — let alone denying its right to exist or seeking its
destruction — is discriminatory and hateful. 

The coalition called on universities to “combat anti-Semitism with
the same seriousness with which they confront other forms of hate.” 

The Internet is the next frontier in the fight against anti-Semitism, the
document notes. 

“We are alarmed by the explosion of anti-Semitism and hate on the
Internet, a medium crucial for the promotion and protection of free-
dom of expression, freedom of information, and the participation of
civil society,” the protocol says. 

The coalition hopes to convince major Internet companies, such as
Google and YouTube, to play a bigger role in the fight against anti-
Semitism and remove offensive material from their websites. 

The Ottawa Protocol builds on the Declaration on Combating Anti-
Semitism crafted in London last year at the founding conference of the
coalition, which will meet next year in the United States. 

munity engagement efforts that will continue even after Design
Development is complete, as we move towards the full development
of the Museum’s inaugural exhibits for our grand opening in Spring
2013.

As Victoria articulated on the Museum’s behalf when you spoke to
her, we can assure you that the Holocaust will be given a place with-
in the Canadian Museum for Human Rights. Throughout our public
engagement sessions from May 2009 – February 2010, people from
across Canada have reaffirmed that the Holocaust is an event that
needs to be recognized. The Holocaust was undoubtedly one of the
most common themes we heard from participants. Rest assured that
the Holocaust will be represented in a permanent exhibit within the
CMHR. 

Museum
(Cont. from page 2.)



Short takes
The word “culture” and our Jewish commu-

nity are synonymous. Since the very first
immigration by Jews to this city in the 1800’s,
theatre and music have been virtually
engrained into our being.

This week’s launch of “Tarbut” - the Rady
JCC’s festival of culture that combines aspects
of the Israel concert series, Jewish film festi-
val, and Jewish book fair into one week-long

series demonstrates just how vibrant our community’s culture scene
remains.

Kudos to Gayle Waxman, Karla Berbrayer, and Tamar Barr - three
women of indefatigable talents who have come up with an entirely
new concept that is sure to be envied by cities that have much larger
Jewish populations than our own.

It should also be told that this paper has often lent support to cul-
tural endeavours of a variety of sorts without any monetary reward. In
this issue alone, as we have in the past, we are running several ads,
either at no cost, or at a largely reduced cost, for a variety of cultural
events. 

It has long been our view that it is a Jewish paper’s mandate to offer
support for a diversity of causes - in order to truly reflect the cos-
mopolitan interests of this community. Whether it’s a musical perfor-
mance by someone or some group that can’t afford to advertise, or a
speaker who may not be well-thought-of by certain elements, we want
to give exposure to as broad a range of voices as exist within the larg-
er - and constantly evolving Jewish community.

Speaking of allowing exposure to a broad range of voices, the story
about the Canadian Museum of Human Rights on page 1 of this issue
offers an insight into the machinations that have been going on for
years behind the scenes when it comes to determining content for that
museum.

Admittedly, the notion that the Holocaust would become a prime
element of the new museum was never fully stipulated. But, for many
of us, it was always assumed that Izzy Asper’s motivation in wanting
to tackle such an ambitious project as building a human rights muse-
um was largely to create a proper venue here where the horrors of the
Holocaust might be held up for all to see as a singular lesson of  inhu-
manity.

When it comes to selfless dedication to a cause, has there ever been
anyone more dedicated than Gail Asper has proven to be over the
years of fund-raising and constant lobbying on behalf of the human
rights museum? For that matter, the entire Asper family has shown
itself to be as dedicated to enhancing this city as any family has ever
been for its native city.

Each in their own
way - whether it’s
been Gail with her
support for the muse-
um and countless
other causes, David in
his effort to build a
new football stadium,
and Leonard, for the
lead role that he took
in the capital cam-
paign for the Simkin
Centre, has followed
in Izzy’s footsteps.

As Peter C.
Newman made the
point so well in his
biography of Izzy
Asper, this is a family
that could easily have
transferred its collec-
tive energy and
wealth to almost any
other city - and prob-
ably made a lot more
money doing that. Yet,
the Aspers have
always remained
steadfast in their
determination to do
something for
Winnipeg.

That is why it is par-
ticularly frustrating to

see much of the angry
reaction that accom-
panies some recent
events that have to do
with David Asper’s
attempts to do some-
thing on behalf of
Winnipeg. As this is
written, it is not at all
clear what is going to
happen as far as the
building of a new foot-
ball stadium is con-
cerned. Certainly
David Asper seems to
be increasingly mar-
ginalized as a player in
this entire scene.

Yet here is a man
who has, just as his sis-
ter Gail has, devoted
countless hours to a
cause when he could
just as well have been
concentrating on his
business career. Gail,
too, has seen what happens when a project becomes so large that gov-
ernments inevitably have to take it over. The original concept becomes
muddied to the point where it is difficult to remember what the goal
actually was in the first place.

In the case of the human rights museum, for instance, as Jews, were
we wrong to think that a human rights museum might give the
Holocaust a position of prominence?

But, as the angry - and often anti-Semitic voices from certain groups
in particular, made their objections known to giving the Holocaust a
place larger than any other group, it is no surprise that the Holocaust
gallery in the new human rights museum will be no larger than any
other gallery - and certainly much smaller than what was described in
the original plan.

As plans for a much larger Holocaust museum in Toronto begin to
take shape, it is possible that many Canadian Jews who might have
thought that the Winnipeg museum would serve as “the” location
where we might truly pay proper respect to survivors of what is the
most horrific episode in human history are going to say to themselves:
“We thought that Winnipeg was going to serve as the Canadian ver-
sion of the Washington Holocaust museum.”  (And no, I won’t apolo-
gize for thinking that - despite the horrors of the Ukrainian famine, the
Rwandan massacre, the treatment of natives here and elsewhere...and
all the other horrors that humans have inflicted on one another - most
of us had the impression that the Holocaust was going to be given a
position of prominence in the new museum.)

There is a salutary lesson in what Gail and David Asper have
attempted to do: Once you take on a project whose costs must be
underwritten by politicians, expect your original concept to become
so transformed that it might be difficult to recognize it in its final out-
come.

Isn’t it ironic to think that Winnipeg Jews may be traveling to Toronto
at some point in the future to visit a great Holocaust museum - when
so many of us had thought all along that Toronto Jews would be com-
ing here for the same reason?
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By

BERNIE BELLAN

As Peter C. Newman made the point so well in his biography
of Izzy Asper, this is a family that could easily have trans-
ferred its collective energy and wealth to almost any other
city - and probably made a lot more money doing that. Yet,
the Aspers have always remained steadfast in their determi-
nation to do something for Winnipeg.
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Comment
Bahour has selective memory

I was amazed at the enthusiastic response from readers (Oct. 6th &
20th issues) praising the Jewish Post for publishing Sam Bahour’s arti-
cles. I found him to have a biased perspective. Bahour is an intellec-
tual and meticulous writer who has a vision for a Palestinian state. He
moved to Palestine at a time when he believed peace was around the
corner. Optimism does not come from dreams or imagination. He
must have seen some movement on the ground that inspired him to
move from Ohio to the West Bank.

When it comes to Israel, Bahour’s writing is biased; he has selective
memory and unfinished statements that are taken out of context. In
the Oct. 20th article “End occupation, then start negotiations”,
Bahour names Presidents Reagan (in 1982) and George W. Bush in
their failed attempts to reach a settlement between Israel and the
Palestinians. Bahour ignores what transpired under Clinton’s presi-
dency when opportunity for peace presented itself.

In 1993 the Israeli government gave Yasir Arafat limited power to
govern the West Bank and Gaza. In 1994 Prime Minister Rabin,
Foreign Minister Peres and Arafat shared the Nobel Peace Prize.
Optimism overtook pessimism as peace talks charged ahead. More
than 100,000 Palestinians from the West Bank and Gaza worked in
Israel and earned a good living. Business transactions took place
between Israel and the Palestinians as though there was a de facto
state. Israel even collected taxes from pay cheques to give to the
Palestinians, as well as giving them 25,000 free guns to create a strong
police force to strengthen Arafat’s hand and enable him to create a
democratic state. There was no need for curfews or road blocks.

In 1999 Ehud Barak was elected prime minister of Israel. In 2000
President Clinton invited Ehud Barak and Arafat to come to Camp
David. After weeks of negotiation Barak put forward an Israeli plan
that gave 90-95% of what Arafat asked for. Without any counter offer
Arafat left. Some weeks later the Second Intifada started. This was the
fourth peace attempt that failed.

The survival of Israel is important; we have a place we can call
home. Six million Jews paid with their lives only because they were
Jews and had no home to go to.

Saul Alpern

More reaction to Palestinian Sam Bahour
While I can appreciate and respect your newspaper’s desire to pub-

lish contrasting points of view, it should be a given that if a point of
view is worthy of publication it must be based upon an at least a min-
imally valid base of assumptions. Mr. Bahour’s letter in your October
20, 2010 edition is so utterly lacking in historical fact that l was liter-
ally embarrassed to be reading a newspaper that would consider it
worthy of publication.

He refers to the “intolerable” aspects of occupation; the “humilia-
tion” of it all; the Arabs stifled wish for “dignity”. His solution to the
stalled negotiations is to...end the occupation. Ah yes, no doubt the
Arabs in the West Bank would be dancing on their rooftops [just as
they did when Scuds landed in Israel and when successful suicide
attacks occur]. 

However, Mr. Bahour neglects to mention why the West Bank is
occupied, why the Arabs there must pass through checkpoints, and
why their situation is intolerable. Anyone with even a kernel of knowl-
edge and objectivity is aware of the answer to these questions. All of
these misfortunes are due to the historically unremitting efforts of the
Arab leadership [whom their citizenry supports] to kill Israeli men,
women, and children; to use every opportunity to carry out these acts;
to exploit each and every Israeli concession as a weakness. Witness
the vicious attacks from Lebanon and Gaza following Israeli with-
drawal from these territories.

So Mr. Bahour’s solution is more Israeli concession, in the form of
complete withdrawal. In all seriousness and with no intent to flip-
pantly insult, any self-professing supporter of Israel who supports this
definition of diplomatic genius must be a liar, a perfect idiot, or a
complete ignoramus.

David Kantor
Toronto 

Land of Israel is a G-d-given trust
I am writing to express my perspective vis-a-vis “the peace process”

and the comment by Mr. Bahour.
I come at this from 3 points of reference. The first is the Torah com-

mentary Rashi. Questioned is why Genesis begins the Torah. Should
not Exodus? After all, Exodus is the origin of the nation of Israel accept-
ing the Torah. Rashi’s answer is both lucid and educational. It is in
Genesis where all creation commences; the sole right of ownership
belongs to the Creator. To the nation of Israel, the land of Israel is gift-
ed as an eternal trust by the Creator.

The second point of reference is Jewish Law. In a position where even
the perception of minimal attack exists, the obligation of Jewish lead-
ership is immediate pre-emptive attack.

The third point of reference comes from a different perspective, rea-
son. Given the reality that when one wins a war, especially when unini-
tiated - then, the victor maintains his gains, land position and control.

The “peace process” supposes that if Israel gives a little and the other
side gives a little then war will cease and everyone wins. Soldiers won’t
die and mother won’t live in constant fear of the “dreaded” call or let-
ter. Very noble, and happiness reigns too.

Gamblers believe that they can win. That’s why one gambles. Should
they see they are losing, they may quit, or continue in the hopes of
eventually winning. Should the gambler discover that the “house” not
only has the odds, but that the deck is rigged, he has discovered the
impossibility of winning. Continuing to gamble despite this discovery
is no longer gambling, but addiction. When nothing sways the mind
from the process of gambling, one is truly an addict.

The “peace process” the gamble, has become an addiction; addiction
requires therapy and intervention by those individuals who can be
trusted not to become addicts themselves. The “they’ll give a little, we’ll
give a little” peace thinking gamble has failed miserably. The many fall-
en confirm this.

Regarding the concept of “occupation” Jewish teachings regard the
land of Israel as a G-d given eternal trust.

Mr. Bahour’s view “to bring Israel in line with the will of the com-
munity of nations by forcing it to end its occupation” refreshes the
mind. It is quite clear and true logic. When the community of nations
wills it Jews, Israelis must jump.

If the community of nations wills it, Israel must be exiled. This has
happened. If the community of nations wills it Jews are told “go back
home - who needs you in exile.” This has happened. If the community
of nations actively or passively wills it, genocide proceeds. This has
happened.

The will of the community of nations has exiled the Jews from their
land, taunted the exiles to go back home and allowed genocide of the
Jewish people.

Reason dictates that regard for the will of the community of nations
is insanity at worst and addiction at best.

And that’s my comment, my perspective.
E. Simmonds

LETTERS

Fresh Kosher Meat for Winnipeg
The Next Step
At the Kosher Seminar, held at the Asper Jewish Community Campus

on November 2nd, 2010, under the auspices of AAFC (Agriculture &
Agri-Foods Canada) in partnership with the Manitoba Food Producers
Association, Manitoba Agriculture, Food and Rural Initiatives and the
Orthodox Union, it became pretty clear that the provision of fresh
kosher meat by the meat producing industry in Manitoba could easi-
ly be realized and that Manitoba producers were prepared and able
to obtain the required certification from the Orthodox Union of New
York. Rabbi Dovid Jenkins, Rabbinic Coordinator for the Orthodox
Union, was present and participated in the Seminar, outlining the
advantages of certification and the requirements of certification..

What was not clear was just how fresh kosher meat produced and
certified in Manitoba would be brought to market here in Manitoba
and specifically in Winnipeg.

A spokesman of the Jewish Federation of Winnipeg, when previous-
ly asked, seemed to take the “field of dreams” approach, that if they
produce it the purchasers will, somehow, come.

My view is that this will not happen without an organization and
delivery system. We had a kosher butcher shop in Winnipeg and for a
number of reasons it failed, one of which undoubtedly must have
been that there were too few customers.

I suggest that we might consider the following as a delivery system
to market, in Winnipeg, fresh kosher meat produced in Manitoba:

1. We could organize a consumers co-op for the purpose of estab-
lishing a kosher butcher shop, and sell memberships to all those inter-
ested in buying fresh kosher meat. The objective would be to sell 500
memberships at $100 each and so raise $50,000.00 of seed money for
the venture, which would then have 500 potential customers.

2. It could be easy to sell 500 memberships. Everyone I have talked
to has indicated that, while they may not themselves keep kosher, they
would be happy to buy kosher meat if it was reasonably priced, good
quality and fresh. Each one of those people would be, for me, a poten-
tial member of the co-op and thus a potential customer. Canvassing
the memberships of our synagogues should easily enrol 500 mem-
bers, especially if the clergy and the officers and directors of those
institutions were encouraging. And why would they not be!

3. To secure marketing information, each member would be asked
to fill out a questionnaire indicating what he/she thought might be the
monthly extent of fresh kosher meat each might purchase indicating
the kind, type and amount, and also the frequency of the purchase of
specialty cuts, if not monthly.

Continued on page 12 . See “Kosher meat”.



By BERNIE BELLAN
Neil Lazarus is, according to almost any website that I could find in

which his name is mentioned, either “Israel’s leading key note speak-
er” or “an internationally acclaimed expert in the field of”…”commu-
nications consulting”, “Middle East politics”…and on and on the list
goes.

On Wednesday, November 10, Lazarus was the special guest speak-
er at an evening commemorating Kristallnacht, held at the Berney
Theatre in the Rady JCC. Speaking before an overflow crowd, Lazarus
gave an overview of the state of anti-Semitism as it exists in the world
today that was at once, frightening, but somewhat shallow. (This was
no university style lecture.)

During the course of a fast-moving presentation replete with power
point presentations and video clips, Lazarus examined the state of
anti-Semitism in 2010. As fascinating as his presentation was, Lazarus
did not delve deeply into reasons that anti-Semitism is apparently
increasing in many parts of the world.

For instance, during
one particular slide
presentation Lazarus
focused on a compari-
son of anti-Semitism
levels in a number of
different countries,
including: Austria,
Germany, France,
Hungary, Poland,
Spain, and Great
Britain. He didn’t
explain why those
seven countries were
chosen for compari-
son, nor did he probe
very deeply into the
results of the surveys
that he presented in
very quick order.

What was shocking,
however, was the
incredibly high levels
of anti-Semitism in
Poland, Hungary, and
fascinatingly – Spain.
Now, it is not difficult
to understand why
those levels are so
high in Poland and
Hungary, given the
long tradition of deep
anti-Semitism in
Eastern Europe, but

Spain? 
It would have been

interesting to have
heard a more prob-
ing analysis of the
findings that Lazarus
presented, but it was
apparent that he
wanted to keep his
presentation moving
along at a brisk
pace. 

He did delve
somewhat into the
surprisingly low lev-
els of anti-Semitism
that the surveys he
presented showed
exist in Britain.
According to
Lazarus, these
results are a direct
correlation of the
high levels of anti-
Islamist feeling that
exist in Britain.
Much the same
could be said of
France. (Thus, there
seems to be an
inverse relationship

between levels of anti-
Semitism and the number of
Muslims living in any particu-
lar country, although Lazarus
did not explicitly make that
point.)

Very briefly, Lazarus
reviewed the various strains of
anti-Semitism as they exist in
the world today: Traditional
Christian; Islamic; right wing;
and left wing. There was
nothing especially surprising
in what Lazarus had to say
about the different forms of
anti-Semitism, although he
did make the observation,
speaking of right-wing anti-

Semitism, that he is more concerned with “men in the board rooms”
who harbour deep feelings of hatred toward Jews than he is with the
kind of extremists dressed in neoNazi regalia that we typically associ-
ate with the right.

Noting that he is often asked the question: “Are there any parallels
with anti-Semitism today and older forms of anti-Semitism?”, Lazarus
said that his short answer is: “No, today we have the State of Israel.”

As far as the roots of modern anti-Semitism go, Lazarus spent some
time reviewing “The Protocols of the Elders of Zion” and how wildly
popular that canard is throughout so many parts of the world – espe-
cially the Arab world. He also spent some time showing video clips
from Gaza and Iran that exhibited the worst sort of vicious hatred of
Jews. (For more on this, go to the MEMRI website – Middle East Media
Research Institute.)

Thanks to Joseph Goebbels, Hitler’s Propaganda Minister, the notion
of the “big lie” has become commonly accepted in many parts of the
world, Lazarus suggested: “If the lie is big enough and told often
enough, it will be believed.”

Turning to Christian anti-Semitism, Lazarus listed its primary charac-
teristics: Hatred of Jews as – money lenders; killers of Christ; for the
blood libel; and for being in league with the devil.

Interestingly, Lazarus claimed that modern forms of anti-Semitism
often result from “Jews challenging people who seek change”. Thus,
that would explain Soviet era anti-Semitism (if it were not for the fact
that so many of the most ardent revolutionaries were Jewish. Hmm,
that one  doesn’t quite fit, does it? 

Here’s another memorable quote from Lazarus (Did I mention that
he’s a communications expert?): “Criticism of the State of Israel is not
anti-Semitic. Anti-Semitic criticism of the State of Israel is.” Got that?

Continuing to give good clips, Lazarus suggested that young people
ought to “stop being Jewish”. What did he mean by that, you may very
well be asking yourself.

Well, Lazarus said: “If I’m a Christian, I don’t say I’m ‘Christianish’.
If I’m a Muslim I don’t say don’t say that I’m ‘Muslimish’. So, if I’m a
Jew, then I shouldn’t say I’m ‘Jewish’. Instead, I should simply say: I’m
a “Jew’.” Hmm…got that?

In a short question and answer period that followed (very short, as I
noted, when it came to my question), at one point Lazarus para-
phrased an Israeli prime minister, saying that “We don’t have Israel
because of the Holocaust…If we had had Israel, we wouldn’t have
had a Holocaust.”

Lazarus ended on this note: “If there is one commitment you want
to make to the next generation, you want to guarantee that your child
and your grandchild will be able to visit Israel.”

“Is anti-Semitism still a threat?” asks noted communications consultant
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Support available for Jewish
alcoholics & addicts

Jewish individuals who are challenged
by alcohol or chemical addiction or their
family members now have help available
within the Jewish community. Supported
by Jewish Child and Family Service, JACS,
Jewish Alcoholics, Chemically Dependent
Persons and Significant Others (www.jac-
sweb.org<http://www.jacsweb.org/), is a
voluntary mutual-help group dedicated
to: helping develop and sustain recovery
from alcoholism or addiction in a nurtur-
ing and safe environment, promoting
knowledge and understanding of alco-
holism and chemical dependency as it
involves the Jewish community, and act-
ing as a resource to the Jewish communi-
ty to address the effects of alcoholism and
chemical dependency. Weekly support
meetings with a “Jewish twist” assist in
complementing other recovery supports.

Anyone interested in information on
Jewish addiction recovery supports for
themselves or a loved one can contact
JACS Winnipeg at the number in the ad
below. Please read the ad for details
about meeting times and locations.

BELLE MILLO thanking NEIL
LAZARUS shortly before she pre-
sented him with a copy of 
“Voices of Winnipeg Holocaust
Survivors”

Jewish groups sponsor anti-Israel week at Brandeis

SAN FRANCISCO (JTA) — Two Jewish student groups are spon-
soring Israeli Occupation Awareness Week at Brandeis University.

Students for Justice in Palestine and Jewish Voices for Peace are
co-hosting four days of speakers and films focusing on what they
say is the Israeli occupation of Palestinian lands. The events at the
school in Waltham, Mass., a nonsectarian university founded by the
American Jewish community, will take place Nov. 8-11.

Speakers include Noam Chomsky, who will discuss his new book
decrying Israel’s policies in Gaza, and Alice Rothchild, who will
talk about Jewish support for the Boycott, Divestment and Sanctions
movement.

In a news release explaining the event — unusual due to its spon-
sorship by two Jewish groups — organizers said they wanted to
show that “the student body does not fall lock step in line with
AIPAC, the ADL and other un-nuanced approaches to the State of
Israel and the Palestinian people.”



It’s not often that you hear
or read about an art theft in
Winnipeg. So it is no doubt a
positive comment on the
appeal of Gary Shapira’s
work. 

Last month, the retired
teacher held his first solo
show Fantasy Landscapes,
his current exhibition at the

Semai Gallery on McDermot Avenue. Some time
during the 25-day exhibition, two of Shapira’s works
disappeared.

“I think that (gallery director) Takashi (Iwasaki) per-
suaded one individual who was asking a lot of ques-
tions that my works are more valuable than they
really are,” Shapira says.

(Shapira also sold several of his pieces at the
show.)

For most of his adult life, Shapira worked as a resource teacher in the
St. James Assiniboia School Division. “I taught some art,” says Shapira
who retired three years ago. “But I preferred to do art rather than teach
it – unless I have students who have a much higher level of interest.”

He himself has been drawing since he was six years old. He credits
his passion for art to the influence of his late mother, Reisa Weidman
Shapira, who was an artist in her own right.

“My mother studied with Lemoine Fitzgerald who was a member of
the Group of Seven,” Shapira says. “She painted for years at the Forum
Art Institute. My sister, Sheila, in New York, is also an artist.”

The retired teacher notes that he has always enjoyed drawing. “One
nice thing about drawing is that there is no technology needed,” he
says. “All you need are paper, drawing pens and some supplies.”

His drawings and paintings, he says, are inspired by nature – with a
focus on the warmer seasons. “I like colour in my works,” he says.
“Winter is too white and grey.”

His landscapes, he points out, have elements of fantasy and imagi-
nation in them.

Shapira notes that he first exhibited his paintings in a group show at
the Cream Gallery which was in operation for a short time on Notre
Dame just west of Portage. He has also shown his works at the Rady
Centre during Folklorama and the annual Jewish Book Fair (which this
year was incorporated into the new Tarbut program), the Greek
Orthodox Church on Grant and other venues. 

“Takashi (Iwasaki) has been very helpful,” Shapira says. “I am look-
ing into venues for future exhibits – at galleries that promote local
artists.”

* * *
Like Shapira, Rebecca Cramer has always been drawn to artistic

expression. One of her earliest memories is gluing seeds on paper in
the shape of a rooster. 

And, like Shapira, she has recently turned to art on a more full time
basis.

Last June, Cramer joined the Medea Gallery – a 35-year-old artists’
co-op in Osborne Village. Cramer is one of 17 artists who are being
featured in Medea’s latest exhibition (which opened in mid-
November) called the Gift of Art featuring silk scarves painted by the
gallery artists.

Cramer worked in the arts early in her adult life. Having moved east
in 1983, she did the craft circuit, she says, and also worked in
Stratford in the Festival costume warehouse for a time. She also par-
ticipated in Art in the Park in Toronto. She came back to Winnipeg in
1989, she notes, to care for her ailing parents.

She continued to do some art and craft work after coming back to
Winnipeg. She made the Chuppah for her wedding to Mark Binder in
the early 1990s. (Her Chuppah was also used to lead the walk to inau-
gurate the new Congregation Etz Chayim in 2002 when the Rosh Pina,
Beth Israel and Bnay Abraham congregations merged.)

“I was also involved in the Village Idiots, a small artists’ co-op until
I became pregnant,” she says. “I worked with textiles and woven folk
arts at that time.”

Currently, she is painting on silk and doing water colours and pen
and ink drawings. She describes her works as “introspective and self-
reflective”. “I like to think of my work as moments frozen in time,” she
says. “I use a lot of reflective light and shadow in my creations. My
works are peopled by creatures both fanciful and real.’

She also continues to do Jewish art creating challah covers, painting
tallises and making Chanukah and Pesach cards. She has donated
some of her Jewish crafts to Etz Chayim where she is a member of the
Adult Education Committee.

* * *
Like sister Congregation Etz Chayim member Cramer, Ricki

Jacobson is also with a lifelong craftsperson who has recently elevat

ed her hobby to a retail level. In mid-September, Jacobson rented a
space on the second floor of the Old House Revival Company and
Antique Mall on Young Street near Portage.

“I have always had an interest in antiques as well as crafts,” Jacobson
says. “I went into The Old House Revival Company last summer look-
ing for antiques and, after talking with the owners, decided to rent a
space.”

Jacobson is selling antiques – which she values for their character
and history - as well as her own creations. “I call it upcycling,” she
says. “I take vintage fabric and make handbags, cushions and tea
cosies out of it. I also make pin cushions out of old sugar bowls.”

Jacobson notes that she is one of about 20 artisans who are renting
space in the building.

Jacobson also creates and sells Judaica such as tallis bags, chuppas,
challah covers and table runners. 
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Myron Love

Art theft a compliment to Jewish artist’s works
OUR LITTLE SHTETL

By

MYRON LOVE

GARY SHAPIRA REBECCA CRAMER RICKI JACOBSON
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Mazel Tov
Sophie and Oscar Abramowitch

on your
65th Wedding Anniversary

November 27, 2010

With Love
Your Children, Grandchildren and Great-Grandchildren

• 1 Day Repairs
• Name Pendants
• Chai's & Mezzuzot
• Diamonds & Gold
• Movado • Tag • Bulova
• Watch Repairs

CALL OR VISIT

CUSTOM JEWELLERY
DESIGNS

194 Osborne St. 949-0715

Lower Level, Tuxedo Shopping Centre
20-2025 Corydon Ave.

No corkage charge
Include everything you need for an Awesome Event

• Licensed up to 150 people
• 3,400 sq. ft. floating hardwood dance floor
• Great for weddings, anniversaries, Bar/Bat Mitzvahs,

holiday parties, corporate events.
• Customized menu selection. Packages available.

Basically one call does it all!

667-0990
www.patriciasbanquethall.com
www.patriciasdancestudio.ca

patriciasballroom@hotmail.com

SNOW BIRDS

SHIP cars from Winnipeg 
to FL., AZ., or CA.

1. Door to door
2. Contents in car insured
3. Guaranteed delivery within 

8 days of pickup
4. Cost $1,200 & 21% 

gas surcharge

Ask about early bird special

204-489-8305 or 204-981-7802

Gray Academy to present “13” - the musical
By STEPHEN SONDHEIM (not)

I have to admit: I
never knew there was a
musical titled “13”.
Now, I knew there was
a musical titled “Nine”,
based on Frederico
Fellini’s movie- “ 8
1/2”, so I wondered if
maybe “13” was a
sequel.

So, I dropped into the
rehearsal venue for the
Gray Academy’s soon-
to-be production of
“13”, wanting to see
whether it was indeed a
Felliniesque type show.

I wasn’t disappointed!
The rehearsal venue for
“13” was in a gritty,
industrial part of
Winnipeg, Manitoba
that would not have
been out of place in a
Fellini film. I have to
ask though: Since when
do nice Jewish kids
spend their time off
Higgins Avenue? I must
say I met a few charac-
ters around there who
looked like they
stepped straight out of
“Satyricon”.

(If these references are
too obscure for you, then go look them up in Wikipedia.)

As it turns out, “13” isn’t about Roman debauchery. No, it’s about a 13-year-old boy named
Evan Goldman who moves from New York City to Appleton, Indiana. (Apparently the Gray
Academy version will have young Evan move to Carman, Manitoba - much the same way
Rainbow Stage used to have Tevye move from Anitevke to Winnipeg when they put on
“Fiddler on the Roof”.)

To give you some idea of what ensues, here is a brief excerpt from the synopsis of the story
- (again stolen directly from Wikipedia - hey, isn’t that from where most 13-year-olds get their
information for their school assignments?)

“Twelve-year old New Yorker Evan Goldman is surrounded by rabbis. After chanting to
him, one of them explains that when a boy has his Bar Mitzvah, he becomes an adult. As
the rabbis reveal that they are actually other New York kids, Evan tells the audience about
how stressful turning thirteen is - especially since his parents are getting divorced and he is
under pressure to have the best Bar Mitzvah imaginable (“Thirteen/Becoming A Man”). Just
as Evan thinks that maybe things will be fine, his mother calls to tell him that they are mov-
ing to Indiana. Once there, however, Evan finds a friend in his neighbor, Patrice. Evan is dis-
appointed that there are no cool places to have his Bar Mitzvah; Patrice agrees that their
town is lame, but things have gotten better since Evan moved there (“The Lamest Place in
the World”).”

Now, I have to say that the energy that the Gray Academy kids packed into the rehearsal
that I was privileged enough to be able to witness was enough to power a Manitoba Hydro
power station. Leading the pack was Elliot Lazar as Evan Goldman. This kid can sing!

Other leads are: Erin Minuk, Rachel Rubin, Sari Waldman, Kas Kuropatwa, Rafi Hoult,
Jenna Adelman, and Cassie Ackerman.

“13” will be performed at the Franco-
Manitoban Cultural Centre, from Nov. 30 -
Dec. 2, at 7:00 pm nightly. Tickets can be
purchased at the Gray Academy, phone 477-
7410.

Students from Gray Academy in rehearsal for “13” - the story
of a 13-year-old-boy who moves from New York City to
Carmen, Manitoba.



By AVI YISRAEL FINK POSEN
Jewish Engagement Coordinator
Jewish Federation of Winnipeg

On Nov. 7th, communities from around the world shared in a day of
Jewish dialogue and exploration, joining together in celebration of all
that unites us. Winnipeg’s Jewish community held its own event with
Jewish learning, brunch, a lively PJ Library program and a live video
webcast from Jerusalem featuring the finishing of Rabbi Steinsaltz’s 45
year work of translating the Talmud. 

It was Rabbi Steinsaltz’s nearly five decades of work on the Talmud
that inspired the Global Day of Jewish Learning to take place all over
the world.  Over seventy Winnipegers joined other Jews from 40 dif-

ferent countries
around the world,
from Canada to
Israel to Mexico to
Morocco to India
to Australia to
Tunisia to Russia
(to name a few!).
The classes offered
at Winnipeg’s
Global Day were
very diverse, rang-
ing from Talmud
study to Feminism

in Modern
Orthodoxy to the
world of changing
Halacha.  Each class
had an energetic
group filled with
lively discussion.
“My one regret was
that I had to choose
from the three differ-
ent seminars, I want-
ed to attend them
all!” said Faith
Kaplan, an attendee
of the Global Day.
The Global Day of
Jewish learning did-
n’t have the feeling
of a regular routine
event.  People in attendance felt that they were part of a larger picture,
of a larger community.  “Thanks for having the kids here because
when they are older we can tell them that they took part in this amaz-
ing worldwide event” said Tikva Ellis, wife of Rabbi Ari Ellis.  The event
was a tiny taste of what is to come in the upcoming Limmud confer-
ence from March 12th to 13th.  For more information on Limmud
Winnipeg click here.   (click goes to www.limmudwinnipeg.org)
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162 Cumberland Street, Suite 300
Toronto, Ontario M5R 3N5

416.966.1100
1.800.494.0389

www.romspen.com

A Simple and Proven Investment Strategy

We are brothers and businessmen. We investigate and weigh our decisions
carefully. Investing in the Romspen Mortgage Fund was and continues to
be a great decision. We both agree the other funds out there do not 
support the same kind of wealth preservation and consistent performance.
History has proven this to be so. With the Romspen Fund we enjoy real
yields delivered monthly, managed by professionals with deep expertise.

We have since brought our whole family in, because we have the 
confidence that Romspen will continue to help us achieve our 
financial goals.

Carl and Jeff Posluns

You’ve heard of the Romspen Mortgage Investment Fund. Isn’t it time
you found out more? Call us to receive an information package or 
visit www.romspen.com.

Camp Massad: Seeking Executive Director and Program Director

For more than 55 years, Camp Massad, Western Canada’s only Hebrew-immersion summer camp, located in

Winnipeg Beach, Manitoba, has been strengthening Jewish identity by providing children with an unforgettable

Jewish summer camping experience.

Camp Massad is recruiting for two positions:

Executive Director:

The Executive Director is responsible for managing and overseeing all aspects of camp operations; providing

strong leadership; demonstrating a commitment to the camp’s values and philosophy; fostering a warm and

nurturing environment for campers and staff; and growing the enterprise.

Hours: September to June: Part-time with potential for full-time in the future

July and August: Full time, residing at the Winnipeg Beach campsite

For full job posting see www.campmassad.ca.

Please send your resume and cover letter by Monday, November 22, 2010 to: massadsearch@yahoo.ca

Program Director:

Camp Massad also requires a dynamic, spirited Program Director who can assist in the overall management of

the camp and oversee the design and implementation of exciting and enriching programming, delivered entirely in

Hebrew.

Hours: July through August: Full time, residing at the campsite, (some availability, September – June)

For full job posting see www.campmassad.ca

Please send your resume and cover letter by Monday, November 22, 2010 to: pdsearch@shaw.ca.

Quality

1842 Grant Ave    489-6310

CATERING   FREE DELIVERY
PREMIUM DELI PRODUCTS

LUNCH COUNTER

“Global Day of Jewish Learning” held November 7th



Two young
women in our com-
munity, Sandra
Finkelstein and
Einat Menashe, are
so passionate about
making a difference
that they formed the
r e p r e s e n t a t i v e

group, JPEG.
JPEG is dedicated to creating social pro-

grams for young adults, aged 25-35. 
Their first JPEG event, Fall Into Shabbat,

took place on the evening of Oct. 29 at
Whyteridge Community Centre.

The evening’s guest speaker was Michael Soberman, and the event
was co-chaired by Menashe and Finkelstein.

Soberman is the Director of National Initiatives for the Next

Generation at UIA
Federations Canada.

From his perspective, young adults are “uniquely placed to be the
builders of the future Jewish community. And, if they see the value,

they’ll build a
vibrant community
that’s relevant to
them and their
peers.”

The most impor-
tant message
Soberman wanted to
relay to local 25-35-
year-olds was
“Don’t be
bystanders in build-
ing in Jewish com-
munity – get
involved and help to
shape a community
that speaks to you
and that you’ll want
to be part of.”

Event co-chair,
Finkelstein, said,
“Like Michael
[Soberman] says,
young adults will be
willing to be part of
a Jewish community
built with their own
hands. Times are dif-
ferent now. We
don’t practice like
people used to. If
we want a vibrant
Jewish community,
we must change it to
fit modern times.
Jewish values don’t
change, but the way
they’re expressed
do.”

Soberman, who is
educated as a
lawyer and teacher,
works in the Jewish
community sector,
where he feels he
can make a differ-
ence. He has trav-
elled to every conti-
nent on the planet,
working in fundrais-
ing, community
development, and
informal Jewish edu-
cation. 

In his travels,
Soberman said, “I’ve
always made a point
of connecting with
Jewish communi-
ties. Certainly my
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Rebeca Kuropatwa

First JPEG program spurred by “best friends” with common passion

By

REBECA  KUROPATWA

Continued on page
11. See “JPEG”.
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The Government of Canada is taking action 
for victims of crime. So can you. 

Find the information you need at:

VictimsMatter.gc.ca
1 800 O-Canada

Le Gouvernement du Canada agit pour les victimes  
d’actes criminels. Vous pouvez agir vous aussi. 

Renseignez-vous à :

Lesvictimescomptent.gc.ca
1 800 O-Canada

Victims Matter.  Les victimes comptent.

solitary Shabbat in Antarctica
was a highlight, but also
Havdallah in Morroco and in

Mumbai were both memorable and taught me important themes that
underline why it’s so gratifying to be part of the Jewish community.”

At the Oct. 29 event, Soberman discussed the challenges of being
Jewish today. “This group [young adults] has so many choices, and
they’ll only choose Jewish if they see the value in being a part of the
community,” he said. 

The Fall Into Shabbat dinner had 50 attendees with Italian kosher
food served (catered by Lisa Odwak).

Committee co-chairs, Menashe and Finkelstein, are self-described
“best friends.” Last year, the duo both took the JPEG leadership devel-
opment course, Club Fed. When they learned that the Jewish
Federation of Winnipeg is interested in supporting new community
initiatives, Menashe said, “We thought it would be nice to have more
social events for Jewish people in our age group...and [we became]
inspired to organize a Shabbat dinner.”

The first Shabbat diner they organized was held at Finkelstein’s
house and drew a 30-plus person attendance. This led to the forming
of JEW-ish (later re-named JPEG).

Menashe (28) is a second year University of Manitoba (U of M) stu-
dent. Originally from Israel, she moved to Canada (mainly in
Saskatoon) five years ago. Last September, she moved to Winnipeg to
study Environmental Design.

“We originally chose the name ‘JEW-ish’ for our group to emphasise
our including all kinds of Jewish Winnipeggers in coming out to social
events,” said Menashe. “We just want Jews to come together, closer to
the community, and have fun.”

Finkelstein is originally from Argentina. She lived in Israel for six
years before coming to Winnipeg. In Israel, she volunteered to join the
Israel Defence Forces (IDF), completing the two-year service. During
this time her parents and brothers moved to Winnipeg, where she later
came to join them. 

A recent University of Winnipeg (U of W) graduate, Finkelstein did
a double major in Criminal Justice and Psychology, and is next plan-
ning to do a Master’s in Psychology.

Besides JPEG, Finkelstein is also volunteering with a synagogue, the
Winnipeg police service, and Klinic. 

“This [Oct. 29] event connected Jews in our age group,” said

Menashe. “I feel like these young people are my extended family.
When I came to Winnipeg I wished there were more events for peo-
ple my age, and I think others feel the same.”

Of Soberman, Finkelstein said, “I love how he takes everyday events
and connects them to Jewish life. Many people don’t realize how
many Jewish values we use in everyday life, and it’s really nice to have
someone remind us that in every single thing we do, there’s something
Jewish-related.”

Looking ahead, Menashe said, “I hope that together we’ll define the
future of our Jewish community, as soon we’ll be in charge of keeping
it alive.”

Finkelstein added, “We want everyone to be part of this. It’s our
community and we have to build it.”

Menashe and Finkelman are open to hearing new event ideas and
are looking for interested volunteers. For more information, e-mail
Jewish.Winnipeg@gmail.ca. 

U.S expert sees Israel as renewable energy leader

JERUSALEM (JTA) — Israel is poised to be a leader in develop-
ing solar energy and other renewable energy sources, a leader in
the energy arena said while visiting the Jewish state. 

In addition, “There are real opportunities for U.S.-style venture
capital investment in Israel,” Michael Eckhart, president of the
American Council on Renewable Energy, said Thursday during a
visit to Israel with a delegation of leading American energy spe-
cialists. 

The delegation is visiting Israel to discuss best practices in the
fields of renewable energy and reducing dependence on fossil
fuels. The trip was organized by Project Interchange, an educa-
tional institute of the American Jewish Committee. 

The weeklong program also is intended to establish strategic
partnerships, foster professional cooperation and encourage
information-sharing between U.S. energy specialists and their
Israeli counterparts. 

“Israel’s world-class expertise in solar power, biofuels and elec-
tric vehicles can be a catalyst for a global shift to low carbon and
secure energy systems,” said Marilyn Brown, the 2007 Nobel
Peace Prize co-recipient, who is on the trip.

JPEG
(Cont. from page 10.)



volumes and demand indicated) and secure warehousing facilities
if needed.

I believe that distribution of fresh kosher meat in Winnipeg will
not occur without a plan. This may not be the only plan, but I
believe it to be practical and to have real potential for success.

If you would like to join me in this venture and become a mem-
ber of a consumers co-op devoted to the delivery of fresh kosher
meat in Winnipeg, e-mail, me,

Allan Cantor at allanpc@shaw.ca or write me at the following
address: Allan P. Cantor, Ste 750, 330 St. Mary Ave., Winnipeg, MB
R3C 3Z5

3. To secure marketing infor-
mation, each member would be
asked to fill out a questionnaire
indicating what he/she thought

might be the monthly extent of fresh kosher meat each might purchase
indicating the kind, type and amount, and also the frequency of the
purchase of specialty cuts, if not monthly.

4. These members, being members of the co-op and therefore enti-
tled to patronage dividends, would have a number of reasons to pur-
chase from the co-op butcher shop and become loyal customers: they
would each have an investment in the project, they would get a
reward (patronage dividends) on their purchases, they would own the
business and have pride of ownership and each would have a say in
the management. There should be some reasonable certainty that the
shop once established would have a significant and loyal clientele.

5. Initially, space for the shop might be made available at the Asper
Centre. Certainly it
would be a sympa-
thetic venue and the
space should be
available, at least at
the beginning, at a
very nominal price,
so as to encourage
the venture.

6. Armed with
seed money of
$50,000.00 the co-
op could secure
facilities and armed
with 500 potential
customers and infor-
mation as to what
these customers
were interested in
buying, the shop
could then put in an
order with the meat
producers with
some reasonable
certainty that the
product ordered
would be sold and
the venture would
be underway.

7. The co-op
should also be avail-
able to take orders
for product from
Deserts Plus, or any
other retailer who
wanted to handle
fresh kosher meat.
As well, the meals
on wheels people,
the Sharon Home,
the synagogues and
the hotels that have
kosher kitchens
could also place
orders with the co-
op for fresh product.
In other words, the
co-op could perform
a wholesaling func-
tion, centralizing the
buying process.
These organizations
could themselves
become members of
the co-op and there-
by become entitled
to patronage divi-
dends and perhaps
volume pricing.

8. Once under-
way, the Board of
Directors of the co-
op would be able to
apply good manage-
ment practises, hire
staff, refine operat-
ing premises which
might include more
than one outlet (if
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The Asper Helping Hand Initiative

The Asper Helping Hand Initiative, an
interest-free loan program, is now in its
sixth year of assisting members of the
Jewish community of Manitoba who are
experiencing a temporary financial hard-
ship. Funding for this program is support-
ed generously by The Asper Foundation. A
borrower must be a Jewish resident of
Manitoba and be able to demonstrate
both a need for the loan as well as the
ability to repay it. Applicants must be able
to provide qualified guarantors who are
willing to cosign for the loan. These inter-
est free loans have assisted students,
seniors, single parents, longtime residents
and newcomers to Canada.

A recipient from the loan program had
these words of appreciation for the loan
she received:

“I just wanted to express my apprecia-
tion for the loan that I received. It allowed
me to purchase my first home which was
quite a milestone for me. Being a single
parent, with financial limitations, the loan
helped me to realize my dream of being a
homeowner. As a result my future, and
that of my children, is more stable and
secure.”

If you wish to find out about applying
for a loan please see the contact informa-
tion in the accompanying ad below or
view the JCFS website for more details.
www.jcfswinnipeg.org

Community news

For more information please call 694-3332.

C L A S S I F I E D S
Classified ad rates: $13.00 per column inch. Minimum charge, $13.00. For
advertisers outside Winnipeg, $15.00 per column inch, minimum charge $15.00.
One column inch equals about 15 to 20 words. Discounts available for ads placed
more than 26 weeks. Payment can be made over the phone or in writing, using
your VISA or MASTERCARD.

R E A L  E S T A T E

ADVANCED REALTY

Buy or sell through me and
receive Air Miles

Joyce Rykiss

925-7999
e-mail address: jrykiss@mts.net

P R O F E S S I O N A L S

Bus.   339-6969
Fax.   339-2717
Res.   334-7086

Certified General Accountant
PHILIP KAHANOVITCH

B. Comm. (Hon), M.B.A., C.G.A.
• Accounting •Auditing
•Tax •Data Processing
212-2211 McPhillips St.
Winnipeg, MB R2V 3M5

FOR RENT

TIFFANY TOWERS
 1179 GRANT

Large 1 bdr, 2 bdr and
Penthouse suites across

from Grant Park S.C.
includes all util. & laundry.

Balc., pool, heated undergrd.
parking, on bus route.

Contact
453-5178

ALWAYS READY TO HELP
CALL HARVEY FINEMAN

• home contents sales
• consignment sales

• garage sales
• appraisals

488-0647 or
 cel  951-1552

S A L E S  &  A P P R A I S A L S

Piano, Guitar & Voice
Studio

 Students Ages 4 and Up
Over 30 Years of Musical

Excellence
Linden Woods. 489-9048.

rpeart@mts.net
Registered piano teacher,

Concert artists.

MUSIC LESSONS

Advertise  in

The Jewish Post &

News

Call 694-3332

for information.

Leading terrorism expert here Nov. 29
Professor Guiora writes and lectures extensively on the legal and

global aspects of counterterrorism, terror financing, international
law and morality in armed conflict. He has written and lectured
on religion and terrorism, domestic terror courts, self defense,
geo-politics and international law. Guiora has testified before the
U.S. Senate Judiciary Committee on handling terrorism detainees,
and before a subcommittee of the U.S. House of Representatives
Committee on Homeland Security on the effectiveness, account-
ability, and resilience in homeland security. 

As an expert commentator, Professor Guiora is frequently inter-
viewed by and quoted in the media, including CNN, the
Washington Post, PBS, the New York Times, the Wall Street
Journal, the Los Angeles Times, the Chicago Sun Times, the BBC,
the Associated Press, the Jerusalem Post, Al-Jazerrah TV, the
Bloomberg Report, C-Span, the Christian Science Monitor, Fox TV,
the New York Daily News, and NPR.

When analyzing the broad, geo-political risks and threats that
we face, Professor Guiora will present lawfare: the deliberate mis-
usage of otherwise accepted laws, terms and concepts. He will
talk about countering the long-term implications of the Goldstone
Report; delegitimizing terrorism and violations of human rights
like “human shields”, children suicide bombers and targeting
innocent civilians. In addition, Guiora will provide tools for effec-
tive outreach to traditional and non-traditional media. Most
importantly, Professor Guiora will re-define international law to
impose obligations on NGO’s and other organizations that use
“lawfare”. Professor Guiora will discuss how to minimize the
immunity otherwise granted to religious extremists.

(For information on Prof. Guiora’s speaking engagement here,
turn to the ad on the back page.)

Kosher meat
(Cont. from page 5.)
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Irwin Lipnowski Now, at Temple Shalom . . .
Friday, Nov. 19 at 7:30 p.m.: Shabbat Service and Welcome To New Members! Led

by Rabbi Karen Soria with Cantor Len Udow. You are all welcome to attend this special
service!

Saturday, Nov. 20 at 10:00 a.m.: Tot Shabbat Service - Whether you are a member or
not, please bring your little one to this service led by Rabbi Karen Soria. The earlier you
start, the better your child develops a strong sense of community!

Saturday, Nov. 20 at 10:30 a.m.: Torah Service led by Rabbi Karen Soria
Friday, Nov. 26 at 8:00 p.m.: Shabbat Service lay led by Ruthie Soudack Maman with

Cantor Len Udow and the Friday Night Live Band: Cantor Len Udow: vocals/guitar;
Janet Pelletier-Goetze: vocals/keyboard/saxophone; David Pelletier: drums; John
Gosselin: bass. This musical service offers the spiritual lift we all need!

Friday, Dec. 3 at 6:15 p.m. SHARP: Chanukah Pot-Luck with Latkes provided by
Cantor Len Udow and the Temple Shalom Choir. Please let us know if you are coming
so we know how many potatoes to buy! Our Pot-lucks are dairy or parve. Please bring
enough food for yourselves plus 5 others. (If you think you will be late, please consider
bringing a dessert)

Friday, Dec. 3 at 7:30 p.m.: Shabbat Service lay led by the Temple Shalom Choir with
Cantor Len Udow

Sunday, Dec. 5 at 7 p.m.: Rosh Hodesh For Women
Sunday, Dec. 5 at 5 p.m.: Rosh Hodesh for Girls -grades 7,8. For Information about

the Girls and the Women’s programs or to register, please email:
templeroshhodesh@gmail.com 

Friday, Dec. 10 at 7:30 p.m.: Shabbat Service -Led by Rabbi Karen Soria with Cantor
Len Udow

Saturday, Dec. 11 at 10:00 a.m.: Another wonderful Tot Shabbat Service led by Rabbi
Karen Soria

Saturday, Dec. 11 at 10:30 a.m.: Torah Study led by Rabbi Karen Soria. ALL are wel-
come!

Friday, Dec. 17 at 8:00 p.m.: Shabbat Service Lay led by Sherry Wolfe Elazar with
Cantor Len Udow and the Friday Night Live Band. The last one for 2010!

Other Activities:
Wednesday, Dec. 1 at 1:30 p.m.: Health and Well-Being -Topics of particular interest

to the 55+. “The Crafts Museum & Library: One of Winnipeg’s Hidden Gems” -
Presented by Andrea Reichert, Curator. Refreshments and Entrance are free

Saturday, Dec. 13 at 7:30 p.m.: Grant/Wilton Coffee House presents Jaylene Johnson.
Tickets $10. Please contact Phil at 488-0207. Doors open at 7 p.m.
SPECIAL EVENTS:

Saturday, Nov. 20 at 7:30 p.m.: Havdallah Service and 25-45 ‘Generation Next’ -Led
by Rabbi Karen Soria. Join us for this engaging event! A screening of the academy award
nominated documentary “Food, Inc.” will follow a Havdallah service. The film “Food,
Inc.” reveals surprising - and often shocking truths about what we eat, how it’s produced
and where we are going from here. A fascinating discussion will follow with the Rabbi
about ‘eco kashrut’ and the Jewish imperative to be conscious consumers. Please bring
an organic, local and/or fair trade snack to share. Organic and fair trade beverages sup-
plied. Call the temple at 453-1625 if you are coming. Free to members, a toonie col-
lection for non members (to be used towards ‘greening’ our synagogue).

Sunday, Nov. 28 from 1:30 -4:30 p.m.: Craft/Bake Sale and Gift Wrapping. You will
just love the beautiful crafts at the various tables -a great variety! Come and browse, pick
up some baking for Chanukah and have your gifts professionally and beautifully
wrapped! Feel free to bring gifts you have previously purchased and have them wrapped
as well! Free admission.

Temple Shalom  
Is please to announce 

A new and segregated Jewish Cemetery 
Alternative as well as Traditional Jewish burial at

Bet Chaim…Mikdash Shalom
On the property of

Chapel Lawn Funeral Home
Proud to Serve in Your Community

4000 Portage Avenue
www.chapellawn.mb.ca

For information call  
453-1625 Temple Shalom

982-8108 Terri Hlady  Chapel Lawn

Integrity in Short Supply 
Mark Twain described a gold mine as “a

hole in the ground with a liar on top.”
Gullible investors who placed their faith in
the baseless claims by Bre-X executives about
the company’s gold reserves in Indonesia
paid dearly for the lesson. There is a never-
ending saga of fraud by an assortment of
fraudsters, hucksters and shysters whose
unbridled pursuit of money is unconstrained

by even a shred of morality. 
The creativity of the rogue’s gallery of thieves is a testament to the

squandered potential of their intelligence. Had they engaged in
socially worthwhile pursuits instead of skullduggery, the world would
be a better place. Regulatory bodies in Canada have been singularly
ineffective in curbing illegal activity such as insider trading and mar-
ket manipulation. While their American counterparts have been more
aggressive, capital markets have teetered on the brink of collapse on
more than one occasion and have been rescued only by the timely
intervention of the U.S. Treasury and the Federal Reserve Board. 

Bernard Madoff’s ‘Ponzi scheme’, that used the proceeds from new
clients to pay generous returns to earlier investors, succeeded in
amassing tens of billions of dollars in assets before the scam was
detected. Madoff became legendary as a crook of unparalleled suc-
cess only after he had become legendary on Wall Street for the seem-
ingly “stellar performance” of his investment fund. 

During the technology bubble that spanned the 1990s, “pump and
dump” schemes became commonplace. A fraudster would buy a huge
number of shares of a worthless company. He would then post a false
rumour at an online investor chat room, confidently predicting an
impending takeover of this company at a huge premium, or claiming
that he possessed reliable inside information that the company would
launch a “killer” product imminently. As naive believers in the plant-
ed rumors rushed to invest in the company, they sent the stock price
spiraling upward. The fraudster would calmly but quickly unload
(“dump”) his massive holdings to duped investors as they bid their
retirement savings a fond farewell. Chastened investors could only
watch helplessly as the value of their assets vanished before their very
eyes.

Should we really be surprised that the most successful investment
dealer in the world, Goldman Sachs, aggressively promoted securi-
tized mortgages to gullible clients while simultaneously placing huge
bets that the value of these assets would collapse? Not only did the
company realize a handsome commission for marketing these assets;
it also profited mightily when the value of these assets collapsed.
Being on the wrong side of this bet, the trusting clients were the only
ones who took a bath. 

Whom can you trust? Taking their lead from the motto inscribed on
the American nickel, some merchants have posted a notice to cus-
tomers : “In God We Trust. Everyone else pays cash.” In the same spir-
it, the advice offered to inexperienced investors whose greed and opti-
mism often trumps sober judgment is to “count your fingers after shak-
ing hands with someone of questionable integrity.” If such sage advice
were followed, inexperienced investors might be lucky enough to pre-
serve their wealth as well as all of their fingers. 

By

IRWIN LIPNOWSKI

Chilean miners will accept Israel trip
(JTA) — The rescued Chilean miners have accepted Israel’s invi-

tation to visit on an all-expense-paid trip — if their families can
join them.

The 33 miners want to be accompanied on the trip by 70 of their
family members, including children, grandchildren and mothers.
One of the miners has asked to bring his mistress as well as his
wife, according to reports.

The miners have said they will not come to Israel without their
family members, Ynet reported, citing Israel’s ambassador to Chile,
David Dadon.

The Tourism Minister’s Office is considering whether to fund the
trip for all of the miner’s relatives, according to Ynet.

Two weeks ago, Tourism Minister Stas Misezhnikov invited the
miners, who were trapped in a mine in Chile for three months, to
come to Israel over Christmas for a weeklong, fully paid trip to see
sites in the Holy Land.

“Your bravery and strength of spirit, your great faith that helped
you survive so long in the bowels of the earth, was an inspiration
to us all,” Misezhnikov’s invitation said. “It would be a great honor
for us to welcome you as our guests in the Holy Land.

“This December, Christians around the world — and here in the
Land of Jesus — will celebrate Christmas. During that time we wel-
come tens of thousands of pilgrims, and we would be pleased to
offer you this uplifting and extraordinary experience as our guests.”
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By BERNIE BELLAN
When we think of the most horrific images of Jews being extermi-

nated by the Nazi killing machine, pictures of gas chambers and cre-
matoria come to mind. Of course, there are also some famous pho-
tographs of Jews being shot by Nazis and their underlings, especially
in the most famous massacre of all – at Babi Yar.

But, did you know that of the 6 million murdered, approximately
2.25 million were killed by bullets (or, in many cases, simply thrown
alive into mass graves, as was often the case with children).

Since 2004 a Catholic priest by the name of Father Patrick Desbois
has been devoting himself to finding many of the hitherto unknown
locations of many of those mass graves – all of which are located in
present-day Ukraine and Belarus. To date Father Desbois and his team
have been able to discover over 900 previously unknown massacre
sites.

For Winnipegger Karlee Sapoznik, following up on Father Desbois’
work, especially in the shtetl of Berezne where many of her family
members were killed, has become something of a passion. In the fall
of 2009 Karlee went to Ukraine to conduct research on “Holocaust by
Bullets”. In a posting on a site known as “History.ca” (http://activehis-
tory.ca/2010/10/a-forgotten-story-the-race-against-time-to-unearth-
the-holocaust-by-bullets-1941-1944/), Karlee describes some of the
research in which she has been involved:

“I spent time doing research on the Holocaust by Bullets and inter-
viewed witnesses in Rovno and Berezne. On August 25, 1942, 3,680
Jews were marched out of the Berezne ghetto and forced to help dig
three mass grave pits, each 20 metres in length. They were then shot
to death in rows of five. According to witnesses, the pits moved for
three days, and blood leaked through the ground. Many of the chil-
dren were simply thrown into the pits and pushed down so as not to
waste a bullet. Some Ukrainians were forced to assist in the killings.
Others willingly did so.

A number of Jews from Berezne were killed in the major city centre
of Rovno, a 45 minute car ride away today. The total population of
Rovno in 1939 was approximately 40,000, 30,000 of which were
Jews. As witnesses explained and I saw firsthand, 17,500 people were
killed by bullets at the mass grave site in Rovno, and approximately
another 5,000 were thrown into a big stone quarry pit in Kostopil. The
memorial area where the 17,500 were buried in mass pits in Rovno is
overwhelming. It is very large and there are dozens of plaques with
some of the names of those killed. Symbolic footprints commemorate
their forced descent to their deaths.”

As a result of her efforts to bring to light an aspect of the Holocaust
that has not been well documented, Karlee was recently approached
by B’nai Brith’s League for Human Rights and asked to become a sit-
ting member. She will be formally accepted into the League at a cer-
emony in Toronto on November 22.

Karlee Sapoznik’s journey from a relatively assimilated background
growing up in Winnipeg to the point where she now maintains a vital
interest in her Jewish roots is a fascinating one.

Born in 1985 to a Jewish father and non-Jewish mother, Karlee grew
up in St. Vital and attended a series of French immersion schools. As
a young girl, she says, aside from the usual family get-togethers on
Jewish holidays, she did not experience much exposure to Jewish life.

The first turning point in her life that brought her more in touch with
her Jewish roots, she says, came in 2005, when she was approached
by Earl Barish and Gerald Olin – who have both long been associated
with the Maccabiah Games, about joining the Canadian women’s bas-
ketball team heading to Israel for that year’s games. (She was the only
Winnipegger selected to be on the National Women’s Open team.)
“Our team lost the bronze medal game that year by two points when
my teammates’s three pointer attempt went in and out of the basket at
the buzzer,” she notes. Again, in 2009, Karlee was approached to be
a member of the team, but had to decline due to her sister’s impend-
ing marriage the same time as the Maccabiah Games.

Not only was Karlee beginning to become more involved with the
Jewish community, her grandfather Moishe (Morris) Sapoznik has also
recently been on his own voyage of rediscovery.

Two years ago Moishe, Karlee and family discovered that two
cousins of his, whom he had presumed to have perished in the
Holocaust, were alive and living in Israel. Just recently Moishe flew to
Israel to be reunited with them – the first time he had seen them since
1941!

As for Karlee, following her graduation from St. Boniface College in
2007, she moved to Toronto to study history at the master’s and doc-
toral levels at York University. 

As an undergraduate student in Winnipeg, Karlee says that she had
begun to think about slavery as a particular area of interest for her. Her
attention turned to such early heroes of the anti-slavery movement as
William Wilberforce and Hannah Moore, she says. One of the aspects

of the 19th-century anti-slav-
ery movement that most
intrigued her, Karlee notes,
was the link between that
movement and what emerged
as the early feminist move-
ment.

In 2008 Karlee completed
her Master’s degree in History
and proceeded directly into a
PhD program at York.
Continuing her interest in
slavery, Karlee’s focus now
is on slavery in the modern
world.

“There are 27 million peo-
ple in the world today who are forced to work without any pay,” she
says. Reported cases of slavery exist in one form or another in every
country in the world today, she claims, except for Iceland and
Greenland. (I asked her about Andorra and Lichtenstein, and while
she admitted that she didn’t know specifically about those two coun-
tries, she probably thought that I was just being a smart-ass.)

“Slavery is illegal in every country in the world,” Karlee adds, yet it
is one of the most glaring widespread instances of outrageous human
rights abuses that anyone could think of.

“In terms of complicity, we buy into slavery every day,” she suggests.
“For example, up to 40% of the chocolate we purchase, bring into our
homes and eat may be contaminated with slavery,” she says. This
December, Karlee will be travelling to Mali, where each year, hun-
dreds of children are tricked, trafficked into slavery, and forced to
works as slaves in cocoa farms in the Ivory Coast.

Whether it’s been exploring a relatively unknown aspect of one of
the darkest periods of human history (the murder by bullets of millions
of Jews during the Second World War), or a more contemporary inves-
tigation of another area that seeks to peel the layer off modern-day
slavery, Karlee Sapoznik has certainly decided to tackle subjects that
require more than the usual intestinal fortitude.

Winnipegger Karlee Sapoznik determined to unearth evidence of Jews massacred by Nazi bullets

KARLEE SAPOZNIK with her grand-
father, Holocaust survivor MOISHE
SAPOZNIK.
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Winnipeg student seeking submissions for book of Jewish recipes

Jess Chapman, a Creative Communications
student at Red River College, is appealing to
Jewish families across Winnipeg to submit
beloved family recipes for inclusion in a cook-
book to be published this spring.

The Garden City-raised Chapman, 20, says
she was motivated to compile her book, titled
Eat Something!, by a desire to truly connect her
generation of Winnipeg Jews to the recipes
they have always enjoyed from their grand-
mothers.

“I think in many cultures in which family
gatherings are centered around food, there’s a
school of thought that says, ‘Oh, I could never
cook this as well as my baba,” Chapman says.
“But let’s face it: Our babas aren’t going to be
around forever. This book is a good way to
make sure those recipes live on.”

If readers are interested in submitting recipes,
Chapman says they must be accompanied by a
funny story related somehow to the recipe itself
or the grandmother who devised it. 

“For example,” Chapman says, “on the page
with my grandmother’s recipe for gefilte fish, I
wrote up the story of how she once made it
out of a live carp she kept in the bathtub for
two days.”

Readers seeking more details for submis-
sions can visit Chapman’s website at eatsome-
thingwpg.wordpress.com.

Jess Chapman is a freelance writer and
Public Relations major in Red River College’s
Creative Communications program.

GEFILTE FISH
2 lb. whitefish, pickerel, or both
2 medium onions, minced (cut and rinse them under water to take
the bitterness off!)
2 carrots, minced
3 tbsp. sugar
2 eggs, beaten
1 1/2 tsp. salt 
pinch each pepper, cloves, oregano
2 tbs. matzo meal (or 2 slices soaked white bread)
2 celery sticks, minced
Romaine lettuce leaves (for garnish)
1 carrot, sliced into 1/2-centimetre pieces (for garnish)

Mince fish, half the onion, and half the carrot through a meat
grinder into medium-sized bowl.

Add sugar, egg, salt, pepper, and matzo meal or bread to bowl;
mix well.

Cover the bottom of a large pot with remaining onion, carrot,
and celery; add cloves and some water. Cook on medium heat.

Wet your hands; shape fish mixture into 10 balls, about the size
of the palm of your hand.

Place fish balls carefully on top of the contents of the pot. Fill pot
with water until it reaches two inches above the fish.

When pot boils, lower heat and let simmer for 2 hours.
After simmering, remove pot from heat and let fish cool.
Place fish on bed of lettuce on serving platter. Add 1 slice car-

rot to each piece of fish.
Refrigerate until serving.

For the final time Winnipeggers will
have the opportunity to acquire works by
the late Caroline Dukes, one of our city’s
most prominent artists in the last three

decades of the
20th century
including paint-
ings, drawings,
c h a r c o a l s ,
prints, and
water colours

C a r o l i n e
Dukes’ works
are on display in
a wide array of

locations, including
the Asper Jewish
Community Centre,
the Winnipeg Art
Gallery, Yad Vashem
Art Museum, and
many more venues
around the world.

Born in Budapest, Caroline took her
early training there. In 1958 she moved
with her husband, Alfred, to Montreal
and to Winnipeg in 1967. Over the years
her work underwent many transforma-
tions - in a variety of media.

Now, Caroline’s husband Alfred will be
returning to Winnipeg to allow the many
Winnipeggers who have expressed an

interest in obtain-
ing one of
Caroline’s pieces
this final opportu-
nity to peruse and
purchase those
pieces that have
remained in
Alfred’s possession
since Caroline’s
untimely death in
2003.

The latThe late Care Caroline Dukoline Dukes Ares Ar t Sale t Sale 
70 Arthur Street

Monday, December 6th - Thursday, December 9th
10:00 am - 5:00 pm 

(evenings by appointment - call Alfred Dukes at 416-970-1945 to arrange an appointment)

Midnight 
1996

Landscape #42
(Apple Pickers
or Apples of

Sodom series)
1987

Tomb of Zachariah
1988

CAROLINE and ALFRED DUKES Circus 2002 - acrylic, marble chips
& earth, on canvas

Winnipeg Art Gallery 2006

Wind #1
2000

20-year-old JESS
CHAPMAN invites
readers to submit
recipes for inclusion in
her cookbook - but
they must be accom-
panied by a funny
story!



Tarbut kicks off with thrilling chamber music
performance by ICP November 13

Tarbut - the Rady JCC’s inaugural Festival of Culture, kicked off in fine style Saturday
night (Nov. 13) with a brilliant performance by the three young Israeli men who make
up the Israel Chamber Project (See earlier story about the Friday afternoon show the
three put on for young children from two different schools.)

Itamar Zorman, Assaff Weisman, and Sivan Magen (photographed Friday, Nov. 12,
during their performance for students from the Gray Academy and Margaret Park
School)

Not only are Sivan Magen (harp), Assafff Weisman (piano), and Itamar Zorman (vio-
lin), magnificent musicians in their own rights - each with an outstanding solo career,
they are all extremely busy performing either on their own or as part of a trio. Kudos
to Karla Berbrayer for being able to land the ICP.

None of the six pieces performed included all three at once. The over 120 audience
members in the Berney Theatre were treated to solo performances by Magen on harp
playing a compostion by Israeli Paul Ben-Haim; and to Weissman playing a piece by
Lizst”. (Interestingly, Magen noted that Israel has been home for an international harp
festival every three years. As a result, he said, some of the world’s best music created

specifically for harp has either been written
in Israel since the first festival there in 1959,
or has received its debut at that festival.)

As beautiful as Magen’s harp playing is, it
was when he was joined by Zorman for a
composition by Saint-Saens that the sounds
of the two string instruments working in har-
mony were truly brought to full exposure for
the audience. Zarman’s curly mop of black
hair gives him the appearance of a young
skateboarder, but he has been performing
internationally for years. With his eyes
closed, he enters into an almost rhapsodic
state as he coaxes his almost 300-year-old
Pieto Guarneri violin into heavenly perfor-
mance.

As good as Magen and Zorman were in
combination, it was the evening’s final piece
- a Beethoven sonata for violin and piano
which, Zorman explained, was written just as
the composer realized he was beginning to
go deaf, that absolutely thrilled the audience.
Zorman and Weisman took off into dizzying
heights of virtuosity, each in turn demonstrat-
ing magnificent skills in a 20-minute long
piece that led the audience to its feet in
round after round of applause.

What a kick-off to what promises to be a
most memorable week of culture - combin-
ing music, films, and speakers into one week-
long event. There are performances each
night of the week, along with a book fair that
is open during the day time, as well as during
evening performances.

Stories by BERNIE BELLAN
In a preview of the Rady JCC’s Tarbut festival, over 185 students from

the Gray Academy Early Years and Margaret Park School (both Hebrew
bilingual and English tracks) were treated to an afternoon of musical
entertainment and education Friday, Nov. 12, at the Rady JCC.

The three members of the Israeli Chamber Project: pianist Assaff
Weisman; violinist Itamar Zorman; and harpist Sivan Magren, took the
youngsters on a dazzling journey, explaining how the three instru-
ments work in combinations that are at once harmonious, yet discrete.

In turn, first Zorman and Weisman demonstrated how the violin can
echo a piano, then set off on its own. As for Magren’s magical harp
playing, he exhibited  a singular virtuosity juxtaposed with Weisman’s
expert piano playing.

We i s m a n
e s p e c i a l l y
had the chil-
dren thor-
oughly capti-
vated since
his English is
e x c e l l e n t
and almost
unaccented.
Considering

the very young ages of
the students (6-12),
how well behaved
they were was a
reflection of the inter-
est that they had in
the musical lesson
they were being
given.

One of the most
endearing moments
came when Magren
called for a volunteer
from the audience to
sing along with the
musicians. A young
girl who said her
name was “Ro” came
up and mimicked
with her voice the
note playing that the
three chamber musi-
cians produced to a
very high degree.
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Drop-Off 
and Pick-Up

in the
Building

BRING
Bathing Suit

and
Towel

Registration must be done in advance by Thursday, Nov. 25
477-7510 •  www.radyjcc.com  •  Payment will not be taken at the door

For further information contact Laura Marjovsky at 477-7539 lmarjovsky@radyjcc.com

Teens
Tweens
StrictlyTeens
Tweensand

StrictlyStrictly

Saturday
November 27,2010
Rady Jewish Community Centre

Grades 5 & 6
6:30 – 9:00 pm
$8 m / $10 nm

Jewellery
Making

and
Sports

NEXT 
program
January 

29

Supported by

Israeli Chamber Project enthralls elementary school kids

Israel Chamber Project violinist ITAMAR
ZORMAN challenges “RO” (That’s what she
said her name was - I swear) to mimic the
sound of his violin with her voice...and she
did!



By MYRON LOVE
Jordan Farber and

Patricia Katz are
looking for award-
winning young
leaders in our
Jewish community
as well as in the
wider community. 

Katz and Farber
both sit on the
board of the Future
Leaders of
Manitoba Council
(FLMC). On
January 27, the
FLMC will be
holding its third annual “All Manitoba” event wherein the young lead-
ership organization will be handing out awards in three areas. 

The Professional/Business Award recognizes a young Manitoban
who is not only a standout in his business or professional career, but
also contributes to his/her community.

The Community Service Award recognizes volunteerism and in par-
ticular a young volunteer who goes above and beyond the call of duty.

The Arts Award recognizes a rising star in the arts in Manitoba who
also is giving back to the community.

To be eligible, nominees have to be between 25 and 39 and have
lived in Manitoba for a minimum of four years as of January.

The FLMC is a group of young professional Manitobans who believe
that the future of our province relies on its ability to encourage and
attract exceptional young people to live, work and thrive in Manitoba.

“There is a lot of young talent in our community,” says Farber, who
works for Qualico Development in real estate finance and was one of
the FLMC’s original members. “I am really passionate about our
province. A lot of my friends have left for what they perceive to be
greener pastures elsewhere. I believe that there is plenty of opportu-
nity here for younger people who choose to stay here.”

Katz, a marketing project manager with MTS Allstream, became
involved in the organization shortly after she graduated from the
Asper School of Business. “I started by helping out FLMC as a volun-
teer,” Katz says. “I joined the board earlier a year and a half ago.

“The awards are a great way to honour younger Manitobans. There
are opportunities here for younger people who want to stay. An orga-
nization such as ours helps encourage younger adults in community
leadership.”

Farber notes that the Business Council of Manitoba (which is led by
Jim Carr) and other business organizations in the province has pro-
vided the FLMC with much appreciated support

The inaugural awards evening at the Convention Centre in January,
2008, attracted over 400 people, he says. Last year event was held at
the Fort Garry Hotel and drew more than 500. 

“The first couple of years, we were building our brand,” Farber says.
“Now we can now focus more of our attention on attracting nomina-

tions.”
Katz notes that while the awards are restricted to young adults

between 25 and 39, she would encourage younger readers to attend
as well and become familiar with the FLMC. “It’s important for suc-
cession to keep bringing in younger adults,” she says.

The deadline for nominations is November 30. Nomination submis-
sions may be made online at www.flmc.mb.ca.

Nominations open for outstanding young community, business leadership awards

Visit our website:
www.chesedshelemes.org

E-mail us at:
chesed@mts.net

Visit our website
chesedshelemes.org

For information on Jewish funeral
practices and current funeral
services in our community

Add your name to our e-mail list to
receive notifications of funerals and
community news

Make a donation in honour of a
loved one

Contact us
204.582.5088
chesed@mts.net

In a car, the “limp mode” allows us to get home safely when something is
seriously wrong, The vehicle’s computer, sensing a problem, will conserve
energy by limiting speed and other functions.
How many of us live in “limp mode”, making it home safely every day but not
firing on all cylinders? Chronic fatigue, financial pressures, life’s ironies and
uncertainties all contribute to our personal "limp".
When our energy is low, what do we give up first? Family time, cooking real
food, having fun, connecting with one another? Over time, as we focus on
making it through our “daily grind” , do we withdraw our energies from the very
things that make life worth living?
Death reminds us to live. To fully live, not limping along, but embracing all the
bells and whistles that life has to offer. Funerals are about relationships.
The dead are remembered, stories are told and tears are shed over lost
opportunities, past and future. We see our own fragility and we are afraid.
At least for a short while, we’re shaken out of our “limp mode”, as we’re
reminded that what really matters is not only making it home safely, but
making it home safely, with purpose, love and fulfillment.
The anguish of loss is impossible to avoid in this life. Our pain serves a
purpose, to help us re-claim the full richness of family and community , living
and loving at full power.
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Imagine what more we can do.

KevinChief.ca | 204.982.8125

For Winnipeg North

On Nov 29th elect 

Kevin Chief
PATRICIA KATZ and JORDAN FARBER.

Pamela Anderson visits the Western Wall
J E R U S A L E M

(JTA) — Actress
Pamela Anderson
visited the Western
Wall in Jerusalem.

Anderson, the
former star of
“Baywatch” and a
model, arrived
Sunday in Israel
and will participate
as a guest judge on Israel’s “Dancing with the
Stars” on Monday and Tuesday. She also will
dance each show with Australian partner Damian
Whitewood.

Anderson visited the Western Wall on Sunday
night, arriving with her head and shoulders cov-
ered, where she prayed silently as other wor-
shipers tried to photograph her.

Earlier Sunday, Anderson said she would work to
convince haredi Orthodox lawmakers to support
an anti-fur bill proposed in the Knesset. The mea-
sure has been held up in Israel’s parliament over
the lawmakers’ attempt to exclude the shtreiml, a
sable-trimmed hat worn by some religious sects.
Anderson is an honorary director of PETA, People
for the Ethical Treatment of Animals.
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“It doesn’t take a rocket scientist”
By BERNIE BELLAN

For Victor Chernov becoming a scientist was practically a given from
the time he moved with his family from Kiev, Ukraine, in what was
then the Soviet Union, to Israel, in 1990.

“Both my parents were engineers,” he explains. “We lived in Haifa”
– home of the Technion, Israel’s preeminent institute of technology, so
it wasn’t much of a leap for young Chernov to end up studying there.

Now living in Toronto, where he is engaged in post doctoral studies
at the University of Toronto, Chernov will be the second in a series of
speakers from the Technion to address a Winnipeg audience when he
appears here on November 25. (See accompanying ad.)

(The first was Distinguished Professor Daniel Weihs, who gave a fas-
cinating talk about nanotechnology back in August – to a very large
crowd.)

Chernov’s field of study is equally compelling: “Rheology”, which is
defined in Wikipedia as “the study of the flow of matter: primarily in
the liquid state, but also as ‘soft solids’ or solids under conditions in
which they respond with plastic flow rather than deforming elastical-
ly in response to an applied force.” (Got that? I’ll be testing you on it
in the next issue.)

Chernov used the following analogy to explain what he does in
studying rheology:
Take a jar of may-
onnaise. It doesn’t
flow like a liquid.
But, when you
apply a certain
amount of pressure
to the mayonnaise,
it flows.

Now, apply that
same phenomenon
to rocket fuel.

When a fuel,
such as kerosene, is
in a liquid state,
explains Chernov,
it’s highly volatile.
But turn that fuel
into a gel and it
becomes much
safer. Also, it may
have more energy
within as a gel than
as a liquid.

As a result
Chernov’s work to
date has been the
study of fuels to see
how they might be
adapted to gels for
potential use as
rocket fuels.

His research at
the U of T, he says,
is more in the area
of combustion for
jet engines than
rockets. Having just
graduated from the
Technion in
August, Chernov
says that he will be
here for two years.

Married to
Marina Palinovsky,
who is a lawyer,
Chernov says that
he is very much
enjoying life in
Canada, but looks
forward to return-
ing to the Technion
upon completion
of his program of
study here. He says
that eventually he
hopes to join the
faculty of the
Technion.

In the meantime,
we can all look for-
ward to another
interesting lecture
on the 25th.



By REBECA KUROPATWA
Winnipeg – Traditional holiday gifts aside,

there are endless choices when it comes to
giving presents with unique twists. 

Alternative gifts just keep on giving like the
“matana” (gift) of the miraculous “shemen
zayit” (olive oil) that lasted eight days and
eight nights, saving the Jewish people in the
story of Chanukah. 

You’ll find that the best alternative gift ideas
come to you when you put yourself in your
recipients’ shoes, considering what sorts of
things they most enjoy. 

In University of Manitoba Professor, Haskel
Greenfield’s view, “The story of Chanukah
and the Maccabees is one of a battle
between religious traditions and mod-
ernism. Holiday gift giving shouldn’t be
about us buying into Christian values, making
Chanukah like modern day Christmas, giving
toys, money, and chocolates.”

Independent Nikken Wellness Consultant,
Amichai Bakerman, agreed, adding, “It’s
about giving a gift the other person will bene-
fit continually from, something lasting. Why
waste money on things that are only tempo-
rary?”

A different sort of gift giving can be some-
thing as simple as giving the gift of yourself –
offering your time, babysitting hours, mas-
sage, freshly baked bread, a home-cooked
meal, yard work, or a dinner spent together
with family and/friends. This has a real per-
sonal value, reflecting the intimacy, love, and
caring between the giver and receiver.

If you are artistically-inclined, you can gift a
self-painted or photographed picture, hand-made pottery, knitted
scarf, candles, or a self-written song or poem. 

Something else you can give is a cultural membership, like one to
the Manitoba Museum that gives access not only to the museum but
also to the planetarium, and free entrance for any Canadian science
centres and some museums. 

“When it’s minus 25 degrees outside on a Winnipeg winter week-
end, the museum’s a great place to visit, learn, enjoy, and stay warm
in,” said the Museum’s Javier Schwersensky.

Giving a gift membership is a repeating gift. The individual or the
family can enjoy using the membership whenever they desire.

A couple other ideas for gift memberships are the Manitoba
Children’s Museum and the Winnipeg Zoo.

Lisa Dziedzic at the Children’s Museum said, “We offer a one-of-a-
kind way to spark a child’s creative learning, allowing families to play
with a purpose in a safe environment full of unique activities and spe-
cial programming.”

The Zoo’s Julie Eccles, said, “Giving the gift of zoo membership pro-
motes getting out with children and grandchildren, exercising, and
learning.

“Because most our animals are winter animals, they’re very active in
the colder months. Less people come to the zoo in the winter, so it’s
a nice time to come and see these active animals without much peo-
ple traffic. It’s like having the whole zoo to yourself, and there are lots
of places to warm up along the way. The spring is the best time to
catch animal babies being born, which is incredible.” 

For a globally conscious gift, Ten Thousand Villages might be just
right. It’s a non-profit Fair Trade Organization (FTO) designed to ben-
efit artisans, not maximize profits. They sell items from handicraft and
agricultural organizations based in low-income countries, improving
the livelihood and well being of disadvantaged producers. 

You can also send a gift (i.e. chickens, blankets, or radios) to a third
world country in your recipient’s name through Oxfam or buy a Peace
Bond for them from the Non-violent Peace Force (when the bond has
reached maturity a large international team trained for non-violent
conflict intervention can be sent to the desired country through
NonviolentPeaceforce.org).

If a health conscious gift is one your recipient would appreciate, you
can go with passes or a membership to a fitness centre (like your local
Jewish Community Centre), exercise equipment (like a starters’ yoga
kit), gift certificates to a healthy food store (like EatIt.ca), or a consul-
tation with a wellness expert.

For a recipient who loves creative cooking, you can create a hand-
made recipe book (a collection of old family recipes from your and

your friends’ families). 
You can also put together a personalized photo album or

photo calendar for a friend or family member.
If you have animal lovers on your gift list, you can adopt a

World Wildlife Fund polar bear, snow leopard, or giant
panda in the name of your recipient.

Some recipients might enjoy a gift of a charitable donation
in their name, such as the Ladybug Foundation, Alzheimer’s
Society, Jewish Child and Family Services, or the David
Suzuki Foundation. 

Although there is sometimes a negative connotation to re-
gifting, it
is a great

way to part with
your unused items
that others would
consider to be of
great value. You can
share a love of read-
ing by giving away
the last great book
you bought. Another
route is to shop thrift
stores in your area or
online for unique
items for the special
people in your life.

Try thinking about
how you feel about
gifts and how you go
about expressing
yourself to the peo-
ple you give gifts to.
It all boils down to
r e l a t i o n s h i p s ,
expression, feelings,
and, of course,
thinking outside the
box.

Unique thinking
leads to unique
gifts...and that can
be very infectious.
There is really no
end to the amount of
alternative gift ideas
you can try out. The
key is to have fun
with the whole
process of exploring
what sorts of gifts
you like to give and
what kinds of gifts
your friends and
family like to
receive.

Oodles of options for alternative gift giving
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IF DENTAL IMPLANTS ARE  NOT FOR YOU
ASK FOR 

GENEVA 2000 DENTURES
Advanced technology for more comfort and greater improved

lower denture stability. Individual handcrafted porcelain teeth with
male and female esthetics.

For Real Eating Power, Ask About 
Our “Cutting Edge Denture”

MINUK
DENTURE CLINIC

&
Dental Implant Centre

Providing Denture Care Since 1977

THE NEXT BEST THING TO NATURAL TEETH - “DENTAL IMPLANTS” -
are giving pleasure to thousands of DENTURE WEARERS worldwide.

Can you have implants done in one day? Imagine showing up at 8:00
am and then eating a late dinner with your new teeth! New technology
lets you have permanent dental implants and a new smile in less time
than ever. Permanent Teeth in a Day gives you the smile you’ve always

wanted without multiple visits.

The Teeth in a Day dental implant procedure is a denturist’s dream. A
denturist’s education, training and skills consist of fitting and

fabricating dentures. These same skills are utilized to provide the Teeth
in a Day procedure.

Minuk Denture Clinic is associated with Chrysalis Dental Centres of
Canada, with locations across Canada, including Toronto, London,

Windsor, Vancouver, Victoria, Calgary, Edmonton, Saskatoon, Halifax,
and Winnipeg. Call 589-6329 right now to schedule a free consultation.

COMFORTABLE SUPERB RETENTION - It’s like having a third set of
teeth. You’ll eat normally again with your chewing power restored.   

Working with dental implants since 1987.

10 MAIN ST. (SOUTH) at  River
(RENAMED QUEEN ELIZABETH WAY)

WINNIPEG, MANITOBA  R3L 2R1

PH. 589-6329  -   237-7668
Open Monday-Thursday 8am to 8pm 

Fridays 8am to 5pm 
Saturdays 9am to 2pm

After  hours informat ion 589-6320
www.minuksmile.com

Happy Chanukah

TRUST EXPERIENCE

Independent Nikken Wellness
Consultant, AMICHAI

BAKERMAN

Manitoba Museum’s 
JAVIER SCHWERSENSKY

University of Manitoba Professor, HASKEL GREENFIELD,
on a recent Chanukah trip to South Africa with wife,
TINA, and children, CHANNAH, NOAH, AND BOAZ.



Bibi, Bloombeg (but not Bernie) among
Forbes’ most  powerful list

(JTA) — Several prominent Jewish men appear on Forbes’ latest
list of the world’s most powerful people, including the Israeli
prime minister.

Ben Bernanke, chairman of the U.S. Federal Reserve, was
ranked at No. 8; Sergey Brin and Larry Page, co-founders of
Google, ranked No. 22; New York City Mayor Michael Bloomberg
came in at No. 23 and Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu
came in at 24.

“As leader of an undeclared nuclear power, Netanyahu remains
the biggest menace to Iran’s nuclear ambitions,” Forbes said of
Netanyahu. “The people on this list were chosen because, in var-
ious ways, they bend the world to their will. They are heads of
state, major religious figures, entrepreneurs and outlaws.”

The list had 68 names. The No. 1 spot was captured by Chinese
President Hu Jintao. President Obama came in second. Osama
bin Laden was ranked No. 57.

Other Jewish businessmen on the list include Facebook founder
Mark Zuckerberg, ranked No. 40, and Lloyd Blankfein, CEO of
Goldman Sachs, at No. 42.

Over the years we’ve clutched our hankies
as we laughed and cried at the poignant
adventures of  Lassie, “Old Yeller”, and Rin
Tin Tin.  More recently Marley and Me, a sen-
timental dramedy about  the adventures of a
mischievous yellow labrador and his family,
made millions as a book, then a movie.  

And just last week, book critics hailed the
release of yet another dog tale - The Life and
Opinions of Maf the Dog and of his Friend

Marilyn Monroe . Maf (a.k.a Mafia Honey),  a Maltese fluff ball, was
a gift to Monroe from Frank Sinatra, and her constant companion for
the last two years of her life. His “dog-eye” view of the 60’s, when the
world of politics and film collided, is sure to be a million seller.

All of this “hound hoopla”, made me  decide to write about my own
dog, the late, maybe not so great,  Barney Brandes.   However, this
story will not be Barney’s version (with apologies to Modechai
Richler), but my own recollections which I like to call, Travels With
My Dog (with apologies to author, Graham Greene).

Chapter One:    “Beginnings”
We were looking for a pet for our young daughter. I was thinking

“hamster” or “gerbil”,  but my husband’s nurse approached him with
a “great idea”.  She owned a Bichon Frise, a rare breed way back then.
Her dog was a champion, pictured  in the  American Kennel Club’s
book,  Dogs of Note, and a great favorite with breeders across North
America.  A litter of his puppies was due in Calgary that very week.
“You can have a puppy at cost”, she suggested, “if you allow me to
have pick of the litter and to show him”. It sounded like a great deal,
and we took delivery of a breathtakingly-beautiful fluffy white puppy
in the summer of ‘82’. 

Chapter Two:  “Dog Days”
Our daughter called her new pet “Barney”, but  a more suitable

name might have been  “Prince Igor” ( or better still, “Prince Ignore”).
This pup knew he was good-looking and had the ego and attitude to
match.  He virtually never came when called unless he felt like it, and
unlike most dogs, would turn and run when guests arrived.  At meal-
times he would often look at his bowl of dog food, sniff haughtily, then
look at me accusingly. “You’re giving me this? THIS? WHERE’S THE
STEAK?”

Chapter Three:
“School Days”

Unfortunately for
my husband’s nurse,
Barney’s  life as a
show dog ended at
the first competition,
when he bit two
judges!  Something
had to be done,  so
Barney and I went
for obedience train-

ing.  We lasted for just two
classes. “I’ve been in this busi-
ness for 15 years and this is the
most willful dog I have ever
seen,” said our trainer as she
expelled us. 

Chapter Four: “Wait a Minute
Mr. Postman”

By now it was just Barney
and me (he didn’t seem to care
for the rest of my family).  Then,
one day, the most amazing
thing happened! We were out
on a midday walk down our

street, when I happened to
run into our erstwhile mail-
man, Bernie Bellan (now edi-
tor of The Jewish Post and
News ). Barney went ballis-
tic! Barking excitedly, he

jumped and frolicked at Bernie’s feet. “What a cute dog”, Bernie said.
Was it the scent of the postman’s shoes or the fact that Barney had

sniffed out Bernie’s secret stash of dog biscuits? I’ll never know for
sure, but that was the start of a beautiful friendship and Barney’s new
career as “mail dog”. Each day  Barney would “help” Bernie deliver
the mail on our block. Barney insisted on accompanying Bernie up
each walk, sat patiently as the letters were deposited in each mailbox,
then marched  proudly back to the sidewalk, ready for the next deliv-
ery.  This was the first cute thing that my dog had ever done but ,
unfortunately, I was at the other end of Barney’s  leash as he made his
rounds. My neighbors began to wonder , “What’s the deal with you
and the mailman”?

Chapter Five: “Miracle Worker”  
Barney’s career as “mail dog” was  put on hold when he went under

the knife for some delicate rear end surgery . It seemed to us that he
was not going to recover from this painful ordeal. Refusing food and
water and unable to “go to the bathroom”,  he lay listlessly, almost
unconscious, on the couch in our sun room. As I patted my pet’s
fevered brow, I happened to look out the window and saw Bernie
coming up the walk. “Oh  look, it’s Bernie”, I said. That’s when “the
miracle” happened.  It was as if a lightening bolt had hit my dog!
Jumping off the couch, he dumped three days worth of constipation
on the rug as he rushed excitedly to the door to greet his friend - a true
revival indeed!

Chapter Six: “Endings”
It’s been eight years since Barney left for that “Big Dog Kennel In the

Sky”, and just the other day my grandaughter asked, “Grandma, Why
don’t you get another dog just like Barney?”

Maybe I should have her read this column!

What is it about humans that make us suckers for a good animal story?
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Caring Compassionate PCaring Compassionate Professional Srofessional Serviceervice
you’ve come to trust

Call Elba Haid or
Angela Pollett at

REALCARE
day or night

Ph: (204) 957-7325
fax: (204) 975-1065
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❤ Alzheimer Care ❤ Palliative Care ❤ Post-Operative Care 
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Provided by: INSURED & BONDED
❤ RN’s ❤ LPN’s ❤ Health Care Aides
❤ Home Support Workers ❤ Companions

We offer a variety of programs and services - 
- individually-designed care packages you help create to meet your special needs
- Free nursing assessment
- 24 hour-a-day care, seven days a week / Full-time or part-time
- At home, in hospital, in nursing and care homes
- Advice on how to get the most from your FREE provincial homecare benefits

Elba Haid
President and CEO

Angela Pollett
Client Care Manager

FREE DELIVERYON ORDERSOVER $75E

New, Used & Rental Walkers, Scooters, Lift Chairs, Wheelchairs,
Bath Aides & Other Aides for Daily Living.

NEW PRIDE SCOOTERS AND LIFTCHAIRS

Mention this ad & receive 10% off 
the rental or purchase of any item

551 Osborne
453-6473

www.renewmobility.ca

ON THE FLIP SIDE

By

JILL BRANDES

“BARNEY” - had his life saved by
the postman, BERNIE...Can you
believe there’s such a thing as a
Jewish postman? 



By MYRON LOVE
He was a suburban Jewish kid

from Chicago who idolized the
Israel Defence Force.  After grad-
uation from college, he realized
his dream of becoming an Israeli
soldier.   But he quickly learned
that not all Israeli soldiers were
up to the standard of the heroic
Yoni Netanyahu (of Entebbe
fame).

Despite having his illusion
shattered, his time in the IDF was
a valuable learning experience
for stand-up comic Joel Chasnoff.
The experience provided fodder
both for his first book - "The
188th Crybaby Brigade" and his
successful career in comedy.
Chasnoff, who performs fre-
quently at college campuses and
before Jewish and other organizations, brought his act to the Berney
Theatre last Sunday as part of the Rady JCC's new Tarbut Festival of
Jewish Culture.  To the delight of the packed theatre, he skewered not
only Israelis but also North American Jewish life and our religious tra-
ditions and values. 

Much of what Chasnoff focused on in his humour was his search

for his own Jewish identity in addition to the challenge of Jewish iden-
tity among we Jews in the diaspora and a similar struggle with Jewish
identity among Israelis.  He also commented on the great differences
between North American Jews and Israelis. 

As a sample, he noted that he has an Israeli wife.  “Israelis love
making deals,” he noted.  “I had to make a deal with my wife before
we got married.  The deal is that her parents can come and visit for a
month every year.  My wife calls it ‘the Visit’.  I call it ‘the
Occupation’.”

Watch for the next issue of the Jewish Post and News in which
we will be presenting a complete review of Chasnoff's performance.

Belle Millo and “Voices of Winnipeg Holocaust Survivors”
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Tarbut

By BERNIE BELLAN
Belle Millo has made it her mission to chronicle the voic-

es of Winnipeg Holocaust survivors. As the daughter of
two survivors herself, she was the primary architect behind
a book that was published this past year (about which we
have had several stories in this paper).

On Sunday afternoon, November 14, Millo recounted
her own story – how she had come to be involved in the
project that eventually resulted in the book, “Voices of
Winnipeg Holocaust Survivors”.

Millo explained the process that began in 2005 whereby
survivors were contacted or came forward on their own to
the point that over 80 different stories of survival were
compiled in the book.

Interestingly, Millo noted that the Steven Spielberg
project of videotaping Holocaust survivors, as compre-
hensive as it became, is not available for viewing in
Winnipeg. Apparently only institutions are able to purchase the
Spielberg tapes, and no institution here has bought them.

As a result, the book that Millo has produced has
now become a primary source for many schools
throughout the province, she said. It is being incor-
porated into school curricula in many different
schools, she said.

“We must insure that the Shoah is taught in every
school,” Millo stated.

Of the many individuals who worked with her on
the project Millo paid special tribute to Joe and
Ruth Riesenbach who, thanks to them the neces-
sary amount of  “money was raised for the book,”
Millo said.

Millo noted that the majority of Winnipeg
Holocaust survivors who are still alive were very
young during the war. “Most were teenagers,” she
said. Reading their stories should resonate partic-
ularly with high school students, Millo suggested,

as they should be able to identify with the unparalleled horrors that
the survivors endured when they were all teenagers themselves.

Winnipeg’s chronicler of the
stories of this city’s Holocaust
survivors

Joel Chasnoff had audience in tears of laughter at Tarbut appearance

“Israelis love making deals,” he
noted.  “I had to make a deal
with my wife before we got
married.  The deal is that her
parents can come and visit for a
month every year.  My wife calls
it ‘the Visit’.  I call it ‘the
Occupation’.”

Iranian weightlifter’s snub of Israeli goes viral
JERUSALEM (JTA) — A YouTube video showing Iranian weigh-

lifter Hossein Khodadadi refusing to shake hands with Israeli gold
medalist Sergio Britva on the medal platform of an international
competition has gone viral. 

The video posted late last month had more than 165,000 hits as
of Thursday. 

Khodadadi, the silver medalist, snubs Britva before Israel’s
national anthem, “Hatikvah,” is played at the medal ceremony of
the World Masters Weightlifting Championship in Poland in early
October. 

Even though Khodadadi ran off the podium, continuing to avoid
Britva, immediately after the medal ceremony, he was punished
in his home country. 

Khodadadi and Mir Rasool Raisi, the head of the delegation to
Iran’s weightlifting team, upon returning to Iran from the compe-
tition were banned in their country from all sports for life for com-
peting against the Israeli. 

The Iranian Students’ News Agency reported that it was the first
time since the Islamic Revolution in 1979 that an Iranian repre-
sentative appeared beside an Israeli at an official competition. 

Khodadadi told the agency that he was told that if he did not
attend the ceremony, the Iranian delegation would have had to
return the medals it won during the competition — all of the
Iranian delegates won medals — and would be barred from future
competitions. 



I pondered the fac that, when the San
Francisco Giants in late October had closed
out the Texas Rangers in five games and cap-
tured their first World Series title since 1954,
when they were located in New York City, that
major league baseball was, for me and a few
other fans of the great American pastime, offi-
cially over. Go figure; there were still a few
more innings to go and tales to relate before
our full attention could completely turn to

hoops, hockey, or football. 
How fitting that the name of the venue on Osborne was an old

movie theater named the “Park”, built in 1926, and that there would
be a screening there of the Winnipeg premiere of the film “Jews and
Baseball: An American Love Story.”

For a November 8th evening, when the temperature was in the mid-
teens, the setting couldn’t have been better for the fund-raising flick,
directed and produced by award winning filmmaker Peter Miller and
co-produced by former Winnipegger Will Hechter. 

The evening was held in support of G.R.O.W. (Gaining Resources
Our Way) a non-denominational program of the Rady Jewish commu-

nity Centre to help
promote greater
independence and
self-reliance for
young adults with
special needs. 

All the trappings
were there of
course. Upon enter-
ing the theater you
were welcomed by
a pair of smiling
faces, Fundraising
Chair Susan
Micflikier and com-
mittee member Faith
Kaplan, who were
sporting baseball
caps. And what
would an evening
celebrating baseball
have been without
the customary long
lineup for the
evening’s bill of fare:
hotdogs, fries, cold
drinks and popcorn. 

The main feature
of the evening, the
baseball documen-
tary, was narrated by
that wonderful actor
Dustin Hoffman.
The modern day film
footage featured

many notables:
newsman Larry
King - a lifetime
baseball addict,
and movie pro-
ducer Ron
Howard, who
grew up in New
York. They  both
spoke of the
impact the
Jewish ballplay-
ers had upon
them. In addi-
tion the film
featured sportswriter Ira Berkow, well-
known baseball card collector Marty
Abramowitz - publisher of the Jewish
Major Leaguers baseball card sets, and a few baseball-loving rabbis
who added a spiritual and historical component to the film while out-
lining the plight of the Jewish people and the immigrant experience.
Oh, how well-spoken and sincere they all were while sharing their
reminiscences!

The mixed audience was comprised mainly of Jewish baseball afi-
cionados, occasional ballpark attendees, and supporters of the afore-
mentioned charity, who were of all variety of ages. If they weren’t riv-
eted during the screening they were at least highly interested in the
educational sports film that was a revelation to some and reminded
others of what it was really like in bygone days when the Statue of
Liberty welcomed the newcomers to the supposed land of milk and
honey. 

From a Yiddish standpoint, the foremost diamond idols of them all
were Detroit Tigers’ first baseman Hank Greenberg and Los Angeles
lefthander Sandy Koufax, a triple winner of the Cy young Award pre-
sented to the best pitcher. The former made his presence known in the
thirties and early forties and the latter from 1955-66. 

Both men, who were enshrined in the Baseball Hall of Fame in
Cooperstown, NY, were a tribute to their people. Greenberg’s success,
it has oft been stated, was a monument to hard work and determina-
tion, and while he was a man of enormous physical attributes, he had
little natural playing ability. 

The eldest child of a middle-class Rumanian Jewish immigrant fam-
ily, who spent three years in the minors, was 6’, 4” and, at 215 lbs.,
could smack the horsehide. His fielding, however, left a lot to be
desired. Diligent practice altered that glaring weakness and eventual-
ly Hank rose to greatness recording a lifetime batting average of .313
and 331 homeruns - despite spending three years in the armed ser-
vices. 

Koufax, the greatest Jewish hurler in history, who in his career
pitched four no-hit games, and fashioned a won-lost record of 165-
87, while compiling an ERA of 2.76, was forced to leave the game at
age-31 because he was unwilling to take any more medication for a
chronically ailing elbow. Not one to seek the limelight following his
retirement, he is still featured in the film giving one of his rare inter-
views.

Perhaps Greenberg and Koufax’s most notable acts of respect and
gallantry - at least according to fellow Jews throughout the entire
country - was their reluctance to take to the field on Yom Kippur, the
holiest of days.

With the Tigers ever so close to winning their first pennant in 25
years, rabbis and fans were split in their opinions. After considerable
soul-searching, Greenberg played and hit two homers and the Tigers
won. Yom Kippur was spent in synagogue and Detroit lost. 

Koufax did not play in the World Series on Yom Kippur and the
Dodgers managed to get around that obstacle by altering the pitching
rotation and eventually capturing the 1965 World Series over the
Minnesota Twins in seven games.

My favorite ballplayer while growing up, third-baseman Al Rosen,
was also featured in the movie, and like other Jews back then was
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Harvey Rosen

CORYDON VILLAGE MALL #1-1700 CORYDON AVENUE

RESTAURANT • DELI • CATERING

ORDER EARLY FOR THE HOLIDAYS...
POTATO LATKES!!

COOKED BRISKETS!!
ROASTED TURKEYS!!

And much much more!!
Breakfast and Lunch

Served Monday-Saturday from 8:00 am

Happy Chanukah from

Office Catering • Custom Cooking • Call Marla 488-4552

KEEP WARM
ALL WINTER

WITH OUR SOUPS!!
Over 20 Varieties

OVER 20 
SANDWICH CHOICES
ON OUR MENU - EAT
IN OR TAKE AWAY

Fund-raiser shows film about great Jewish baseball players

Continued on page 23. See “Jewish baseball players.”

HANK GREENBERG

SANDY KOUFAX

THE SPORTING TOUCH

By

HARVEY ROSEN

Happy Chanukah from your friends at

STORE HOURS
Mon.-Sat. 9 am-9 pm
Sunday  noon-6 pm

1650 MAIN STREET

MAIN STREET

Koufax, the greatest Jewish hurler in his-
tory, who in his career pitched four no-hit
games, and fashioned a won-lost record of
165-87, while compiling an ERA of 2.76,
was forced to leave the game at age-31
because he was unwilling to take any more
medication for a chronically ailing elbow.



Bill Clinton: Rabin would have been proud that Chelsea married a Jew

NEW YORK (JTA) — If the Israelis and Palestinians
cut a peace deal, Syria likely would ally itself with the
West over Iran, and Lebanon would be truly inde-
pendent, Bill Clinton said.

The former president also warned that Israel will
need friends in the region for a future when attacks
from Gaza are conducted not with crude, inaccurate
rockets but with rockets that inevitably will make use
of technological advances to stage GPS-like precision
attacks.

Clinton spoke at a memorial service in
New York on Thursday aboard the U.S.S.
Intrepid commemorating the 15th anniver-
sary of the assassination of Israeli Prime
Minister Yitzhak Rabin. The late prime min-
ister recognized early on that demographics
in the Holy Land made a Palestinian state
necessary to preserve Israel’s democratic
and Jewish character, Clinton said.

Calling the day Rabin was shot “one of the
saddest days of my life,” Clinton also shared
personal remembrances of Rabin, who was
killed on the night of Nov. 4, 1995 after a
peace rally in Tel Aviv.

Clinton said he thinks of Rabin all the
time, including five minutes before he
walked down the aisle at the wedding of his
daughter, Chelsea, to Marc Mezvinsky, her
longtime Jewish boyfriend. Clinton said he
imagined having a conversation with Rabin,
who would have said Clinton finally got
something right by having his daughter
marry a Jewish guy.

Recalling the moments before the famous
White House lawn handshake in 1993
between Rabin and Yasser Arafat, Clinton
quoted Rabin as saying, “I’ll shake his hand
as long as I don’t have to kiss him.”
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Harvey Rosen
forced to endure the epithets of
anti-Semites; yet he went on and
made his mark like so many oth-

ers who let their toughness and athleticism do the talking. Rosen com-
piled a lifetime batting average of .285, and slugged 192 home runs.
He spent his entire career with the Indians (1947-56) and became the
first player to be selected for the MVP award when he hit 43 homers
and batted .336, missing the Triple Crown by a single point. He made
the all-star team and drove in more than 100 runs for five consecutive
seasons. 

There were other major league Jews who were also a source of
immense pride to their people and who, against all odds, proved they
belonged in pro baseball, such as Sam Bohne, a shortstop who, like
six other Jews, changed his name to Cohen. The flick also acknowl-
edged the likes of catchers Ike Danning and Moe Berg, outfielder Sid
Gordon, pitchers Barry Latman and Saul Rogovin, and the Sherry
brothers, pitcher Larry and catcher Norman, who formed a battery
with the Dodgers. Also, Ron Blomberg of the Yankees, who has the
distinction of being the first designated hitter to ever come to the plate
in a major league game, and left-hander Ken Holtzman, who actually
recorded more wins than Koufax (174-165). 

It escaped no one in 1947 when Jackie Robinson broke the color
line and the commonality that Blacks and Jews shared in having to suf-
fer and persevere the pain of racism while trying to break into the not
so wonderful world of sports at that time.

More recent Jewish ballplayers such as Shawn Green, Kevin Youkilis,
and Ryan Braun’s names were also mentioned as athletes who perhaps
benefitted from the ground-breaking heroism of their earlier counter-
parts. 

As the full house of close to 200 filed out of the Park it appeared as
if the audience had been well entertained and the evening a total suc-
cess from a charitable standpoint.
POST PATTER: 

Event Committee Chair Susan Micflikier felt that “There was a posi-
tive energy in the building and that the committees’ goals were
achieved. We raised both awareness of the G.R.O.W. in Winnipeg
program and funds to secure its’ future.” She also noted that the com-

mittee was overwhelmed by the support received by sponsors and
donations for silent auction items and that it was indeed a sell out.
Faith Kaplan was of a similar mind with her exceptional positive feed-
back.

Winnipeg Chair
Karyn Lazareck
along with Susan
spoke eloquently
prior to the show-
ing so that patrons
would better
understand the
prime purpose of
the wonderful
evening’s presen-
tation. 

The writer, a
J e w i s h
Winnipegger, is a
former school
teacher, and cov-
ers football and
hockey for
Canadian Press
and Broadcast
News.

Keep in touch
with Sporting
Touch. Send news
about Jewish
sports to Harvey
Rosen, 360 Scotia
Street, Winnipeg,
Man., R2V 1W7,
e - m a i l :
harv360@shaw.ca

Baseball
(Continued from page 22.)
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Rabin: “I’ll shake his hand as
long as I don’t have to kiss him.” 



Shalom Residences to put on 
3rd annual cabaret evening

By AVA BLOCK-SUPER
Maxine Fromkin says of her brother Jay :” My brother Jay lived at

home until he was 25 years old, and then moved into the first Shalom
Residence on Cathedral Avenue almost 30 years ago.  At home the
household revolved around Jay, and admittedly he was spoiled.  We
did not know how he would react to being moved out of our home.
He would call us every day, for about a week, and then the phone
calls became sparse.  We picked him up every week-end, and he was
happy to see us, but would look at his watch, and when it hit 8:00
p.m. he would tell us it was time for him to go home to Shalom!  He
said he wanted to be with his “friends”.  His social life is extremely
active - he is a party animal - attends concerts, socials, and will NOT
miss going to work at Versatech, no matter how ill he may be that day.
He will always say he is “fine”.  We never expected such a smooth
transition, and he is HAPPY, HAPPY, HAPPY.  I pick him up every
Sunday, but if I call in mid-week to take him out, he flatly refuses to
see me.  My day is Sunday, and the rest of his days are devoted to his
friends at Shalom.”

Marsha Friedman, whose brother Barry lives independently in an
apartment, echoes similar sentiments:

“Shalom provided Barry with a new lease on life , a quality of life
that he never knew before, I am thankful for Shalom’s  menchsh-
lachkeit and fortitude in improving Barry’s life; his life has a purpose
and  a structure that it never had before”.

Fay Mount recalls her daughter Jocelyn moving in to Shalom resi-
dences at the age of 18:  “There were lots of issues to be ironed out,
much education had to happen on both sides. Our very skillful direc-
tor, Nancy Hughes and Jan Levitt (House Manager )as well as dedi-
cated staff were instrumental in making this happen with no regrets. I
worried a lot! “    

Faye goes on to say:  “She has been living with the same group of
people for 15 years , She has best friends, people who she cares
about, and who care about her, to share birthdays, and lots of social
interchange. There is someone to give her a hug everyday.

Shalom Residences Inc. has been committed to improving the lives
of adults with intellectual disabilities through community living ser-
vices since 1978.

Founded by a group of parents and other dedicated volunteers to
offer homes within a Jewish milieu, Shalom has grown to support
twenty-seven men and women in six houses and four apartments.
Many residents are employed.   Each person is assisted to become as
self-sufficient as possible and to live a full and active life as part of the
mainstream community. Residents of Shalom are regular participants
at both Etz Chayim and Temple Shalom Synagogues.  Many residents
are employed, and can be seen riding city buses independently to
their various places of employment. 

An organization is only as good as the people who run it. Shalom
Residences  enjoys a loyal  devoted staff, a cohesive board, and a
steadfast, capable,  long term administration at the helm, without
whom Shalom  would not have  the  reputation of excellence that it
has. 

Provincial government funding covers basic operating expenses for
Shalom’s homes and the support of The Jewish Foundation of
Manitoba and the Jewish Federation of Winnipeg are greatly appreci-
ated.  However, Shalom’s fundraising efforts, such as the Cabaret are
essential to ensure the continuation of a high level of service, includ-
ing committed, caring, trained staff, quality housing, comfortable fur-
nishings, observance of kosher dietary laws, holiday celebrations,
vacations and a range of leisure options.    

Building on the success of Cabaret 2009, Shalom will again create
a memorable and entertaining evening featuring the local musical tal-
ents of The Solutions, along with dancing, a silent auction, snacks,
desserts and a cash bar.

On Saturday, November  27th, the” Cabaret “offers an opportunity
for the community at large to support Shalom Residences and enjoy a
lively, sociable evening at the same time.. As the song says “ come to
the cabaret”.
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Over 50 years ago
when Phyllis Boxer
contracted Polio, her
doctor told her that to
regain her ability to
walk she would either
have to take up swim-
ming or dancing. Not
wanting to endure the
cold water, dancing
became her lifeline
and she has not
stopped taking every
conceivable type of
dance class since
then.

The now 84 year-old Jewish baba credits
dancing with giving her back her life.
“Dancing made me so I could live in this
world,” she said. “It gave me confidence.”
While Boxer is busy preparing for her
upcoming Manitoba Society of Senior’s
Senior Idol Contest with the Bolero
Broadway Tap Group on November 23, she
is also taking flamenco, Latin and ballet
classes in the evenings and works part-time.
“All you need are two legs to be able to
dance,” she said. 

Pedro Aurelio, her tap dancer instructor,
agrees. Aurelio began tap dancing when he
was 14, while living in Puerto Rico. Lured by
the grace and elegance of Hollywood’s gold-
en era of dance movies, he found a retired
Broadway dancer who taught him the steps.
Eventually, Aurelio came to Winnipeg and
completed the teacher training program at
the Royal Winnipeg Ballet. “I have fun and
enjoy dancing. It is my first love,” said
Aurelio who also teaches flamenco classes
and is the founder and leader of the Bolero
Dance Theatre, in addition to teaching full-
time at Grant Park High School.

For Aurelio, tap dancing is a great stress
reliever. “You have to concentrate so much
on the steps that you have to block out other
things that are going on,” he said. Also, tap
dancing requires strong legs, quick reactions,
balance and observation skills, he adds.
“And all of the non-stop repetition builds up
your endurance.” 

“But first, your brain has to learn the foot-
work and the steps”, said Aurelio. This may
be the aspect of dancing that protects you
from developing Alzheimer’s disease or
dementia as found in a 2003 study published
in the New England Journal of Medicine. This
prospective study, “Leisure Activities and the
Risk of Dementia in the Elderly”, followed
496 people over 15 years and examined
which activities were correlated with the
development of cognitive difficulties. The
authors found that dancing was one of the
four activities (which also included reading,
board games and playing musical instru-
ments) associated with a lower risk of

dementia for the people in the study. The
authors suggest that the duration and cogni-
tive demands are important components to
assess the value of a leisure activity to pre-
vent the development of Alzheimer’s disease
or dementia.

This study could only hypothesize as to the
reason for why this is the case. Possible
explanations may lie in the field of
Neuroscience which looks at how the brain
works. In a 2006 article published in
Cerebral Cotex, The Neural Basis of Human
Dance, the authors found that there was a
great deal of interacting areas of the brain
during dancing. Possibly, with all of this
activity throughout many parts of the brain,
new pathways are created.

Any type of dancing creates a natural kinet-
ic energy, but tap dancing has the added
advantage over other types of dancing such
as ballroom dancing as you generally tap
dance by yourself; you can’t rely on a partner
to guide you through the process, said
Aurelio. “Tap dancing creates a new motor
memory,” said Aurelio, “you have to be con-
stantly using your brain.” 

Pat Wlock, who began tap dancing as a
child and picked it up again 6 years ago
when she was 68, finds it lots of fun and
appreciates that tap can be done at any age.
She compares tap dancing to being a musi-
cian: “In tap, you learn dance routines just as
a musician learns a song, but your feet are
the instrument,” she said. Wlock feels a great
sense of accomplishment when she masters
a new step. 

There is no question that the group shares
a passion for tap dancing, has a lot of fun and
they support each other as they work to learn
each new step. There is a definite cama-
raderie that develops, particularly as the
group prepares for their first upcoming com-
petition with twice a week practices. Boxer
credits the performing aspect of dance as
being particularly beneficial. With having
been in countless performances over the
years, she says “I don’t see any encum-
brances, only possibilities that I can do any-
thing that I want.” Not only does she love the

music in the tap class which is filled with
memories, but having to learn and remember
all of the steps keeps her challenged and
mentally sharp. “Dancing has provided me
with a great release,” said Boxer. “No matter
what has happens during the day, after a
class I feel more positive about everything.”

Do you have a health and wellness story to
share with readers? Write to
fern.swedlove@gmail.com with your ideas,
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“Move over, Marsalis’s and   
make room for the Cohens.” 

(P.A. Times, 2008)

The 3 Cohens
Saturday November 20, 8:00 pm
& Sunday November 21, 2:00 pm

World famous Israeli jazz siblings 
Avishai Cohen, trumpet, Anat Cohen, tenor sax 

& clarinet, Yuval Cohen, soprano sax

with Steve Kirby, Quincy Davis, Will Bonness

Tickets/Info: 477-7510
www.radyjcc.com - click on ticket central

RADY JCC I BERNEY THEATRE
Asper Jewish Community Campus I 123 Doncaster Street

Marjorie & Morley Blankstein
Earl & Cheryl Barish

The Asper Foundation & The Gail Asper Family Foundation

FINAL W
EEKEND!

THANK YOU WINNIPEG!

New
FIRST TIME 

EVER!

By

FERN SWEDLOVE
(MSc Rehabilitation

Medicine)

The health benefits of tap dancing

From left: Bolero Broadway Tap Group: PHYLLIS BOXER, SIGRID
QUINN, MAVIS WHICKER, PAL WLOCK, LOUISE BERARD,
LINDA MECKLING, MARLENE MORI, FERN SWEDLOVE.
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11 am to 1pm @ Gymnasium
Family Festival

Face Painting
Games

Chanukah Arts & Crafts
Latkes & Treats

Cookie Decorating & More

Rady Jewish Community Centre | 123 Doncaster St. | 477-7510 | www.radyjcc.com

Sunday
Dec 5

Chanukah

$5 per family

for non-members

Shalom Sesame Broadcast Premiere
1:30 pm to 2:30 pm @ Berney Theatre

• Chanukah Blessings and Songs with 
  Rene Elbaze & Friends 

• Special JCC launch of the Chanukah Episode: 
Can Grover Find the Missing Menorah and
What Happened to the Latkes?

Celebrate Chanukahwith a day full offun activities!

FREE for members

(per event)
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Israel’s UN ambassador: Life without the UN 
“might be easier”, but it’s necessary

NEW YORK (JTA) — Israel’s ambassador to the United Nations,
Meron Reuben, told JTA that “life might be easier” if the world body
didn’t exist.

But, he added, “whether we like it or not, we have to partake in its
deliberations.”

The United Nations “is the most important multilateral organization
in the world,” Reuben said. “Israel cannot be seen to be outside the
United Nations.”

Reuben spoke with JTA on Monday morning hours before he was
scheduled to hold his first face-to-face meeting with Israeli Prime
Minister Benjamin Netanyahu since his temporary appointment by
Foreign Minister Avigdor Lieberman. Netanyahu did not approve of
Reuben’s appointment, so Reuben has taken the post on an interim
basis.

“The hypocrisy of the United Nations makes Israel the scapegoat for
everything,” Reuben, who also serves as Israel’s ambassador to
Colombia, said in an interview. “We have learned, unfortunately, to
live with this, but I hope it won’t go on forever.”

Reuben also said that Israel has made some positive strides at the
United Nations in recent years, noting the passage three years ago of
the first Israeli-sponsored resolution at the international body, the ris-

ing number of Israelis who hold official positions in the U.N. bureau-
cracy — 15 in the U.N. hierarchy and 65 in affiliated organizations —
and the establishment of an official U.N. Holocaust day of remem-
brance.

“It’s good that people around the world see what Israel has to offer,”
Reuben said.

U.S. to store more weapons in Israel
(JTA) — The United States will store an additional $400 million

in emergency military equipment in Israel. 
The new equipment, which will arrive in Israel over the next two

years, will be available to Israel in the event of an emergency. It will
bring to $1.2 billion the amount of American military equipment
being stockpiled in Israel by 2012. 

Congress approved the storage of new weapons in Israel last month,
but the story was first reported this week in Defense News magazine
by its Israel-based reporter, Barbara Opall-Rome. The agreement
between Israel and the United States includes the conditions under
which the Israel Defense Forces may use the equipment, Haaretz
reported. 

Israel used some U.S. stockpiles of weapons during the Second
Lebanon War. 

The new equipment includes smart bombs and other precision
weaponry, according to reports, and can be used by U.S. troops any-
where in the world. 



When it comes to cooking and baking
Winnipeg‘s Jewish women  are first class. Just
a few weeks ago I made my yearly visit back
home to Winnipeg. My plans always include
driving  through the neighbourhoods that
allows me to relive  some of my fondest mem-
ories. I visit each synagogue , Gunns Bakery ,
Rady Center  with a quick drive by the house
I grew up in on Lanark. I really enjoyed being

able to meet Bernie Bellan for the first time.  Of course a visit to the
cemetery to visit my late father Israel Wise, is the main purpose for the
trip.

At the cemetery, I was also able to visit my late aunt Anne
Chmelnitsky who passed away this past year. She was a wonderful
cook and baker. Having raised a diabetic son she was also able to cre-
ate recipes to suit his condition. I was gratefully left most of her trea-
sured cookbooks. These cookbooks are truly classic with some of the
best recipes inserted by pen and squeezed into the corner of the page.
There is a real sense of history within these books and I am very lucky
to be able to enjoy them. The publications include cookbooks from
the Rosh Pina Sisterhood, Winnipeg Womens O.R.T., Ramah Hebrew
School  and The Chaveres of the Lehava Chapter of Pioneer Women.

Here are a few of Annes favourite recipes

Chicken with Rice

You can use chicken or veal cutlets
Place garlic powder , onion powder  with seasoned bread crumbs
Dip meat in egg and seasoned bread crumbs
Place parchment paper on top of cookie sheet
Brown meat  on lightly oiled parchment paper
Saute a few onions in olive oil
In a roaster pan place 2 cups of rice
Place onions on top of rice
Line up meat on top
Pour over rice and meat  2 cups of onion soup or chicken soup broth
and 2 cups of water
Cover with foil and place in oven at 350 for about 1 hour
Bon Appetite

Roly Poly

3 eggs
1 cup sugar
1 cup oil
2 tsp baking powder
1/8 tsp salt
1 fresh orange juiced
and its rind grated
3 1/2 cup flour
Turkish delight
Nuts
Cherry jam
Coconut

Combine all 8 ingredi-
ents in a food proces-
sor
Divide the dough into
3 balls.
Roll each ball 1/8”
thickness on a floured
board
Spread jam, sprinkle
coconut and nuts.
Place a narrow row of
Turkish delight at edge
and roll up as for jelly
roll.
Bake for 1/2  to 3/4
hour until light brown.
Bake at 325
On a greased cookie
sheet
Slice when cool

Nothings or Kichel

3 eggs
1/8 tsp salt
1/2 cup vegetable oil
1 cup flour less 2 tsp.
5 tbsp sugar or sweetener equivalent

Sesame seeds or coarse sugar
Beat eggs , sugar or sweetener and salt  in mix master 10 minutes
Add oil and beat again 10 minutes
Beat in flour a tsp at a time
Drop by tsp into sesame seeds or coarse sugar
Grease a cookie sheet
Bake at 420 for 5 minutes then decrease heat to 350 for 12 minutes

Cheese Knishes  - what I remember her most signature specialty

1/2 cup butter or margarine
2 tbsp sugar
1 egg
1/ 2  cup sour cream
2 tsp baking powder
2 cups flour
1/4 tsp salt
1 - 16 ounce pkg. Dry cottage cheese
1 egg
Dash pepper
1 tsp sugar

Combine first 7 ingredients for dough
Divide into 4 rolls
Roll out very thin
Melt some more butter and spread over rolled dough.
Combine rest of ingredients for filling
Make a row cheese at one end. Roll up as a jelly roll
Cut off pieces, approximately 2 “ with the side of your hand, making
sure that both ends are sealed properly
Pat down
Freeze unbaked until ready to use or bake immediately
To bake, melt butter or oil in a pan
Dip each knish into mixture
Bake on a cookie sheet at 350 for 1/2 hour to 3/4 until light brown
These knishes were like no other and were the most requested at fam-
ily events
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MEMORIAMS
WEEK OF

NOVEMBER 17
Unveiling

The family of the late

MATT BELLAN
wishes to inform their

relatives and friends of the
unveiling of a headstone

dedicated to his
loving memory on

Sunday, November 21, 2010
at 1:30 p.m.

at the
Shaarey Zedek Cemetery

LILIYAN PECK (nee Goldstien)
The family of Lilyan Peck (nee Goldstein) sadly

announces her passing on Tuesday October 19, 2010.
Mom was predeceased by our Dad (George) in 1956,
her parents Rebecca and Nathan Goldstein and her
siblings Lou (Gertie), Idy, and Thelma Frankel (Sonny).
She is survived by her daughters Marsha Palansky and
Jackie Roger (Howard) from Toronto and her grand-
children Michelle (Andrew), Jason (Julie) and Shira
Palansky, Russell and Sarah Roger from Toronto.
Mom was a real partner with our Dad working

alongside him in the grocery store and the menswear.
At 38, Mom was left a widow with two young daugh-
ters. She went to work at Chicago Kosher in their retail
store and also managed a restaurant in the evenings.
Later she worked at Ricki’s, Contessa and Fashionette.
Mom was active in the Hebrew Fraternal Lodge

during the 50’s, holding the position of secretary and
treasurer for the bowling league. Later she was active
in B’nai Brith Women where she received a number of
volunteer awards. She loved to play Canasta, Kalookie
and later Mahjong.
Funeral service and interment was at the Shaarey

Zedek Cemetery on Thursday October 21, 2010. Pall-
bearers were David Frankel, Howard Roger, Hatem
Howlader, Jason Palansky, Andrew Schultz and Jason
Tapper.
The family would like to thank Mom’s companion

Anna Cohen for her care and compassion. Thanks also
to the doctors and nurses in the ER and 5 North of the
Victoria General Hospital.
Donations may be made in Mom’s name to the

Canadian Diabetes Association.

Card of  ThanksCard o f  ThanksCard o f  ThanksCard o f  ThanksCard o f  Thanks
We would like to express our gratitude

and appreciation to all our friends,
family and members of the community

who have been so supportive
during this difficult time.

Our grief with the passing of
LILA LUDWIG

has been immeasurable
but the legacy she left behind
will be in our hearts forever

James, Patricia, Jeffrey
and Amy Ludwig

Unveiling

The family of the late

ROSE PASCAL
wishes to inform their

relatives and friends of the
unveiling of a plaque

dedicated to her
loving memory on

Sunday, November 21, 2010
at 2:00 p.m.

at the
Rosh Pina Memorial Park

In loving memory of

AARON

ARLINSKY
who passed away
December 7, 1995
15 Days in Kislev

You live on in our memory and
hearts forever.
— Sadly missed by your family
Audrey, Nata, Kayla, Rena,
Mahalia and Leah.

15th Yahrzeit
In Memoriam

In Memoriam

SARA

BERKAL
who passed away
March 1st, 2009
5 Days in Adar

Rabbi

LOUIS BERKAL
who passed away

October 19th, 2009
1 Day in Chesvan

In loving memory of

Beloved Parents, Grandparents
Pillars of our Community

Always Remembered
    Forever Missed

- Your Loving Family

In loving memory of

GOLDIE (GERRY)

COHEN
who passed away

December 10, 2008
13 days in Kislev

—  Lovingly remembered and
sadly missed by her husband,
children, grandchildren,
family and friends.

In Memoriam

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

SHLOMO

KAUFMAN
who passed away

November 24, 1968
3 Days in Kislev, 5729

— His decency, modesty and
gentleness are missed and
remembered by his son and
daughter and spouses and his
grandchildren and great-
grandchildren.

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

ALEX J.

TENENBEIN
who passed away
December 5, 1984
12 Days in Kislev

— Ever remembered and sadly
missed by his children and
grandchildren.

RUTH MINUK
Our Beloved Mother, Baba, Little Baba, Sister, Little

Ruthie passed away October 12, 2010 and was laid to
rest on October 15, 2010. Born in Shelest, Poland on
August 9, 1914 to her mother Shiva (who predeceased
her) and her father David Levine who valiantly died in
the First World War prior to Ruth’s birth. She was
predeceased by her husband Issy (1991), stepfather
Velvel Potasky, brothers Joe (Rose) and Saul (Shirley)
Parker, Sam (Ida) Potasky and son-in-law Joe Bergman.
She leaves to mourn her passing daughter Dorothy
Bergman and her sons Morley (Kimberly) and Joey
(Sharon) Minuk, brother Phil (Judy) Parker, sister
Rose Schneiderman, six grandchildren and 11 great-
grandchildren along with many nieces, nephews and
very dear cousins Arnold (Karen), Phyllis (Mel), Sally
and Annette (Kenny).
In 1928, at the age of 14, she arrived in Canada where

she spent her formative years in the melting pot of the
north end of Winnipeg. She had to forgo her education
at William White School to help support her family.

She married our father Issy in 1940 and began raising
a family in 1942.

Her strong work ethic found her partnering with our
Dad in several grocery stores where they burned the
midnight oil by remaining open seven days a week, 364
days a year. In her later years she was very active
volunteering at the Gwen Sector Centre. Mom had a
wonderful sense of humour and had great storytelling
ability even in her 97th year.
We would like to thank pallbearers Brent Wolfe,

Arnie Moss, Jerry Shell, Joey Shell, Alan Freedman,
Allan Elfenbein and Honorary Pallbearers (grandchil-
dren) Sheryl Bergman-Wolfe, Sandra Pasaluiko, Manny
Minuk, Maile Minuk-Polansky, Lauren Minuk and
Molly Minuk.

We will always love and miss you Mom.

In Memoriam
In loving memory of

—Sadly missed by their children, 10 grandchildren, and 11 great-
grandchildren.

LEON CHAM
who passed away

December 15, 1986
13 days in Kislev

CLARA CHAM
who passed away

December 24, 2007
15 days in Tevet
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MEMORIAMS
WEEK OF

NOVEMBER 24

In Memoriam
1st Yahrzeit

In loving memory of

ANDOR

OSZTERMANN
who passed away

November 18, 2009
12 Days in Kislev

— Always remembered and
sadly missed by his family.

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

DR. VICTOR L.

ROSENFIELD
who passed away

November 21, 1999
12 Days in Kislev

Time goes by but memories stay
Never more than a thought
away
Quietly remembered, day by
day
No need for words, except to
say
Still loved, still missed, every
passing day.
— Lovingly remembered and
sadly missed by his wife Elsa,
children, and grandchildren.
“Forever in our hearts”

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

ERNEST

TESSLER
who passed away

November 29, 2004
16 Days in Kislev

— Always remembered and
sadly missed by his loving wife
Faye, children, grandchildren,
and sister Chaya Kirshner.

In Memoriam
In loving memory of

JUDITH VERES
who passed away
December 2, 1998
13 Days in Kislev

— Ever remembered, loved
and missed by her children,
grandchildren, and great-
grandchildren.

In loving memory of

PAUL N. WARREN
who passed away

November 21, 2006
— Always remembered and
sadly missed by his parents
Nora and Harry Warren, and
brother Dr. Martin J. Warren
and family.

In Memoriam

7th Yahrzeit
In Memoriam

In loving memory of

JOSEPH

BELLAN
who passed away

December 18, 2003
23 Days in Kislev

—Ever remembered by your
children, grandchildren,
great-grandchildren, nieces,
nephews, and friends. In Memoriam

11th Yahrzeit 8th Yahrzeit

In loving memory of

ARCHIE

BLANK
who passed away
December 1, 1999
23 Days in Kislev

In loving memory of

ELIZABETH

BLANK
who passed away

December 18, 2002
13 Days in Tevet

— Always in our hearts, greatly missed and forever loved by your
children and grandchildren.

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

PAMELA

BUCHALTER
who passed away
December 2, 1993
19 Days in Kislev

— Ever remembered and sadly
missed by her husband,
children, grandchildren,
mother and family.

17th Yahrzeit

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

HARRY DVERIS
who passed away

December 18, 1981
22 Days in Kislev

— Ever remembered and sadly
missed by your family.

In Memoriam
4th Yahrzeit

In loving memory of

SOPHIE FIEN

ESKOW
who passed away

December 12, 2006
21 Days in Kislev

— Lovingly remembered by
her children, grandchildren,
great-grandchild, family and
friends.

In Memoriam
6th Yahrzeit

In loving memory of

SAUL GILMORE
who passed away
December 4, 2004

21 Days in Kislev, 5765
— Lovingly remembered and
sadly missed by your wife,
Bernice, children, grand-
children and family.

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

SAUL

HOCHMAN
who passed away

December 20, 2000
23 Days in Kislev

You are with us forever,
Dearly loved and forever
Missed day by day by
Your children, grandchildren
and family.

In Memoriam
12th Yahrzeit

In loving memory of

SAM LEMER
who passed away
December 1, 1998
12 Days in Kislev

To have, to hold and then to part
is the greatest sorrow of my heart
— Lovingly remembered by
your wife Mae, sons, families
and grandchildren.

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

ABE LOVE
who passed away

November 30, 1977
20 Days in Kislev

— Lovingly remembered by
his wife, Gladys, and children
Myron (and Symma) and
Sharon.

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

NANCY SUSAN

MANUSOW
who passed away

November 28, 2003
Every day we remember your
beauty, intelligence and
courage of how you lived your
life.
We will never forget you.
You will always be in our
hearts.
— Love, your brothers and
their families, Hannon and
Kenneth Bell.

In Memoriam
21st Yahrzeit

In loving memory of

HYMIE MOZART
who passed away

December 19, 1989
21 Days in Kislev

— Ever remembered and sadly
missed by his children,
grandchildren and great-
grandchildren.

In loving memory of

ABRAHAM

SHWEMER
who passed away

December 18, 2000
20 Days in Kislev

— Ever remembered and sadly
missed by his wife Fela,
children, grandchildren,
sister, nieces, nephews and
family.

10th Yahrzeit

In Memoriam

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

MORRIS STEEL
who passed away

December 25, 1986
23 Days in Kislev

— Ever remembered and sadly
missed by his children,
grandchildren and family.

In Memoriam
In loving memory of our dear

wife and mother

GOLDIE

TABACHNICK
who passed away
December 9, 1987
18 Days in Kislev

— Ever remembered and
sadly missed by her family.

In Memoriam
In loving memory of

IZZY WEINSTEIN
who passed away
December 1, 1988
22 Days in Kislev

— Ever remembered and sadly
missed by his children,
grandchildren and family.

In loving memory of our
beloved husband,

father and grandfather

In Memoriam

DAVID

PESOCHIN
who passed away

November 28th, 2009
11 Days in Kislev

Nothing can ever take away
the love a heart holds dear
Fond memories linger every day
Remembrance keeps him near



Today, we think of Canadian Jews as living
in the large urban centres; in fact, many start-
ed out in rural settings, although few stayed
on there. As part of an oral history project for
the Jewish Heritage Society of Western
Canada*, I set out in mid-August on a road
trip to Estevan, in southeastern Saskatchewan.
My object? To
interview Gertie

Lev, the last remaining Jew living there.
Before I left, I asked her what was left to see
in Hirsch, which lies 18 miles east of
Estevan, other than the sign and the ceme-
tery. The Hirsch Agricultural Colony, fund-
ed by and named for, the French Baron
Maurice de Hirsch, was established in
1892. “Oh,” came the reply, “there are the
bachelor brothers, the Kleimans”. 

And so it was that I came to visit Harvey and Jack Kleiman, whose
parents had been part of the Hirsch Colony. The brothers, now in their
eighties, still live independently in the small farm house where they
were raised. They have a second, newer home but that is “for guests”.
Although they no longer farm but rather lease out their land, they are
far from retired. “Just tired,” quips Harvey. Everyone in the area knows

them so I had no trouble getting directions to
the farm.

I interviewed them in the kitchen, an odd
mix of old and new, accompanied by the
hum of the huge Massey-Harris chest freezer.
(They used to sell farm machinery, among
their many business endeavours.) Yet they
have a laptop “for doing spreadsheets” for
their oil business, and a fax/photocopier.
When I arrived, Jack, the younger brother,
was just getting off the tractor mower, after
mowing the large tract of land on which they
live.

When questioned about their childhood in
Hirsch, both mentioned that early on, there
had been “a lot of Jewish people - maybe as
many as 250 at one time”. There were three
synagogues and two kosher butchers. “We
had fresh meat twice a week” and, since
there was no refrigeration, the meat was kept
“down the well or in an ice house”.

The colony had a rabbi and Jewish teachers.
“We wouldn’t get home until six”, Harvey
complains, since they had two hours of
Jewish school after public school every day
except Shabbat, and two hours on Sunday
morning. Sometimes, the Jewish teacher
would come to the house, and sometimes
their family would board a teacher. Many of
the secular school teachers were also Jewish.
Harvey had his bar mitzvah at the synagogue
in Hirsch and continued to “leig tefillin” daily
with his maternal grandfather for a couple of
years. Unfortunately, by the time it was Jack’s
turn, there was no longer a rabbi or teacher,
so he did not have a bar mitzvah. The school
was a two-room school, with 60 students and
two teachers. Harvey completed Grade 12,
although the higher grades had to be done by
correspondence, with assistance from the
teacher. Then the War came, Jack was need-
ed on the farm and so he did not get to com-
plete high school. 

Although Harvey attended Normal School
and taught briefly during the war in both
Wynyard and Frobisher, SK, he did not want
to pursue teaching as a career. Both he and
Jack were strongly drawn to farming.
Although their three sisters moved to the city,
married and remained there, not so Harvey
and Jack. When asked whether they ever
thought of leaving the farm, the response

was, “We were always too busy, that was the problem.” Throughout
their lives, the brothers did not encounter any anti-Semitism. “We
were well respected, even in Estevan, because all the business we ever
done was honourable. If we had a commitment, we looked after it.”
Although they have connections with other Jews in Regina and with
their sisters in Winnipeg, they rarely leave the farm these days. Various
Jewish people come to visit the cemetery and, having heard of the

Kleimans, drop in on them, too. “We might
move to Estevan, for the winter anyway,”
says Harvey. “We can’t shovel the snow
anymore.” They know that they are the last
Jewish farmers in the area and hope that the
cemetery will continue to be preserved, to
show that Jews once farmed there. 

Next, I met Gertie Lev (nee Kaminsky), the
only other Jew in the area. This petite, out-

going woman welcomed me warmly to the yellow bungalow where
she has lived since her arrival in Estevan thirty-nine years ago at age
50. What brought her there? Her marriage to Morris Lev, her third hus-
band, a farmer in Hirsch. How did they meet? Gertie was a widow and
a friend suggested she date an uncle who farmed near Hirsch in the
summer and worked at a garage in Winnipeg for the winter. She
recounts wryly, 

“I says, ‘Where’s Hirsch?’ and she says, ‘In Saskatchewan.’ ‘And
where might that be?’ ‘Next to Manitoba’. ‘You know, I’m not really
interested in being courted again.’ ‘You don’t have to marry him.’ And
she roars with laughter! 

Gertie was raised in a non-religious home; she attended Shalom
Aleichem School for a couple of years, where she learned to “write
and speak Jewish”. But her move to Estevan brought out the
Jewishness in her. Although her parents did not observe the High
Holidays, “I have been...since I moved here. Every Friday, I light my
Sabbath candles and I say the prayers.” She is proud of her Jewish
home and heritage, proud to show it off to her many friends. When
asked whether she has thought of moving to a place where there is a
Jewish community, she sees no need. She still travels to visit her
daughter in Arizona and family in Winnipeg, where she goes every
year for Rosh Hashana. She has a community of wonderful friends,
including neighbours who mow her lawn and shovel the snow, and
friends who help with grocery shopping. 

Gertie and Morris never encountered any anti-Semitism. On the
contrary! They were charter members of the Estevan Multicultural
Council formed in 1977. Gertie proudly reports how she was invited
to participate in the opening ceremonies of this year’s “Folklorama”;
since it was Friday night, she brought her lace “teichl” and candelabra
and blessed the Shabbat candles. She is very proud of the “Israeli
pavilion” that she and Morris established, where visitors have seen a
Pesach table and sampled her Jewish cookery. As she puts it, from her
first day there, “I didn’t hide my Jewishness. I brought it forth to show
them that we are pretty good...”

A not inconsiderable contribution to Jewish life on the Prairies was
Gertie’s involvement in the restoration and rededication of the Jewish
cemetery at Hirsch. When she first saw the four acre cemetery, which
dates back to 1894, it was neglected and in a state of disrepair. So, on
one of her visits to family in Winnipeg, she contacted the Jewish
Immigrant Aid Society, told them of the situation and got them to help
restore it - fill in the potholes, fix the gravestones, arrange for regular
maintenance, make it look “menschlich” [presentable]. She and
Morris arranged a tea in town for the people who came in 1980 from
all over Canada and the US for the rededication of the cemetery and
its designation as a Historic Site. She also arranged for information on
the now-defunct Beth Jacob Synagogue of Estevan to be posted in the
building which once housed it. 

Sadly, Morris passed away in August 1988. “He was a wonderful
husband, very kind, very giving, very loving”. Gertie carried on with
her volunteer activities “to help fill the void”. She has many hobbies,
including singing, and treated me to a rendition of the “Shalom Song”
that hangs in her museum. She loves telling a good joke and, reflect-
ing on her life, concludes, “I’ve lived a life of happy happenings, with
a few sprinkles of sorrow, but what life goes without that?” She prays
for health and strength to enable her to carry on the work she does in
the city of Estevan, and to that, let us say, “Amen.”

*This project has been funded by grants from the Jewish Foundation
of Manitoba and the Manitoba Heritage Grants Program.
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Chana Thau

In Memoriam
7th Yahrzeit

In loving memory of

ANNE SWARTZ
who passed away

December 17, 2003
22 days in Kislev

— Ever remembered and sadly
missed by her children,
grandchildren and great-
grandchildren.

In Memoriam

10th Yahrzeit

In loving memory of

SAM WOLFMAN
who passed away

December 17, 2000
20 days in Kislev

— Ever remembered and sadly
missed by his wife Jean,
children, grandchildren,
great-grandchildren and
sisters.

Spotlight on oldtimers in small-town Saskatchewan

By

CHANA THAU

I set out in mid-August on a road
trip to Estevan, in southeastern
Saskatchewan. My object? To
interview Gertie Lev, the last
remaining Jew living there.
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By RABBI AVROHOM ALTEIN
There is a cute story that says a lot about human nature:
Two buddies, Howie & Moe, did everything together. But they

were opposites; Howie was thoughtful and caring while Moe
was self-centered. The two friends were invited to a meal and the
host served them a platter with two pieces of steak. Howie, with
his typical courtesy, suggested that Moe should be the first to
take the food. Moe willingly obliged and grabbed the huge, juicy
piece, leaving a straggly little portion for Howie.

Howie was aghast and muttered, “What a glutton!” To which
Moe replied, “And if you had first choice, which piece would
you have selected?”

“The smaller one!” said Howie, “that would be the Mentchlich
thing to do.”  “And that’s exactly what you got” piped up Moe.
“So what’s your complaint?”

There are people that think that they are entitled to everything.
The Jewish way is to see oneself with humility; to be sincerely
grateful for all that we have and to graciously share our blessings
with others.

One of the beautiful teachings of Chassidism was to challenge
the conceited attitude of some Talmudic scholars that were so
proud of their knowledge that they
would not associate with ordinary
Jews. Chassidism taught that the sincer-
ity and deep faith of the ordinary Jew is
more highly regarded by G-d than the
boastful intellect.

Chassidism points out that the truly
wise are humbled by their perception
of how much more there is to learn.
The more that they know, the more
they ought to be humbled. This lesson
was taught very poignantly by the first
Rebbe of Chabad-Lubavitch, Rabbi
Schneur Zalman, as a commentary to
this week’s Torah Reading.

Some of the opponents of Chassidism
had slandered the Rebbe to the
Russian-Czarist government and had
him imprisoned and sentenced to
death. The Rebbe was one of the great-
est minds in Jewish history. He truly
impressed his interrogators and they
freed him with honour.

The day of his liberation, the 19th of
Kislev (this year this coming Thursday),
is celebrated as a major Chassidic holi-
day. When the Rebbe was freed, he
expressed his gratitude to G-d with a
commentary on this week’s Torah
Portion.

The Torah relates how Jacob prepared
himself for an encounter with his broth-
er Esau. Esau was intent on killing
Jacob and was marching towards Jacob
with 400 armed men. Jacob sent a lav-
ish gift to Esau as an attempt to foster a
warmer relationship. At the same time
Jacob prepared for the worst possibility,
a battle for life. And most importantly,
Jacob turned in prayer to G-d and said,
“I have become small from the kind-
nesses that you have done to me, yet I
beseech you to save the lives of my
family so that we can continue to build
the Jewish Nation.”

What is the meaning of Jacob’s words
“I have become small from the kind-
nesses that you have done to me?”

Rashi, in his classic commentary to
the Torah explains the phrase to mean
“My ability to demand Your divine
intervention has diminished; I have
‘used up’ my merit points from all the
kindnesses that You have already done
to me.”

The founder of Chabad, Rabbi Schneur Zalman, explained this
verse in another very profound way. He noted that some people
that enjoy wealth or health become enamored with their sense
of self importance. But a deep thinking person is affected in quite
the opposite way. The more has, the more one is filled with grat-
itude towards G-d.

The greater one’s realization of the vastness of G-d’s universe,
the more that he realizes the insignificance of his own impor-
tance. And a humble person feels undeserving and filled with
appreciation for every kindness shown to him.

That is the meaning of the verse: “I have become small (and
humbled) from the very kindnesses that you have shown me.” A
self-centered person thinks that everything ought to be his and
swells with arrogance from the good things that he has. He sees
the entire world through the prism of his own self. But the truly
insightful person does not become arrogant from his blessings;
he recognizes that other people might be more deserving than
him. The more that he is given, the more he feels humbled by the
blessing.

Torah comment

The Jewish way is to see yourself with humility
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Amos N. Guiora is an Israeli-American professor of 
law at The S.J. Quinney College of Law, University of Utah. 

Guiora teaches Criminal Law, Global Perspectives on Counter-Terrorism, Religion and 
Terrorism, and National Security Law. He is a widely-cited expert on Legal Aspects of 

Counter-Terrorism, Terror Financing, International Law, and Morality in Armed Conflict. 

Professor Guiora’s Winnipeg lectures are made possible by the generous support of: Combined Jewish Appeal, 
Canada-Israel Committee, Hillel Winnipeg, Jewish National Fund, Canadian Friends of Hebrew University, Shaarey 
Zedek Synagogue, The David Project, Hasbara Fellowships, Birthright NEXT, and Herzlia Adas-Yeshurun Synagogue.

Monday, November 29th

7:30 pm
Asper Jewish Community Campus

123 Doncaster Street

Admission: $ Students: No charge with Student ID
Rush Seating. Space is limited.
Call 477.7400 for more information 
or visit jewishwinnipeg.org.


